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I. Introduction

• The principle emphasis of the CMU Medium Energy Physics group's collective activity

over the past year has been the first data-taking in a pair of experiments at Brookhaven National

Lab. These experiments will search for the H dibaryon, a unique 6-quark particle, predicted to be

stable against strong decays. The group first proposed these experiments several years ago. We

• have since been continuously involved in the design and coordination of the whole experiment and

in the design and construction of many of the required individual pieces of apparatus. As usual,

however, the group has maintained involvement in a number of experiments, some in the early

stages of design, some in the late stages of analysis. This report will sumarize the work which has

Q been put into all our active projects since last summer.

The past year has been an exciting and productive one for our H particle experiments. The

construction of the experimental area has been completed (along with the 2.0 GeV/c separated

beam line required for :he experiments), construction of ali components has been completed, all

• detectors have been installed and tested, the beam line has been commissioned, and data taking has

begun on experiment E813. This measurement, which will be the basis of the Ph.D. thesis of

CMU graduate student Irianto Sukaton, is described, along with E836, in Chapter III. The two

experiments are described along with the physics motivation behind them in section A. Section B

• reports on the running of the experiment so far. Section C discusses some of the individual

projects in which the group has been most directly involved over the past year.

We have also been heavily involved in a series of experiments at BNL which measure the

rates of several weak decay modes of hypernuclei. The latest of these experiments, proposed and

• organized by CMU, was completed in early 1990. The data from this experiment, E788, is being

analyzed as the Ph.D. thesis topic of graduate student Michael Athanas. This experiment is

described and the status of the analysis is given in Chapter IV.

In the past year, CMU graduate student, Guy Diebold, has completed his Ph.D. thesis

• work on the analysis of data from CERN experiment NA36. This project investigated relativistic

heavy ion collisions. It used a time projection chamber to measure strange particle production as a

possible signature of quark-gluon plasma production. Chapter V reviews this analysis and

presents some of the results he obtained from the first of NA36's data-taking runs.

• This group has had a continuing fruitful involvement in CERN experiment PS 185 for

several years. This experiment, which uses the LEAR antiproton beam to produce strange-particle

f'mal states, has yielded the material for two past Ph.D. theses at CMU. Chapter VI reviews the

series of measurements which have been published as weil as those which are presently being

@ analyzed. Preparations for our upcoming measurements are also discussed.

0



A measurement of electromagnetic production of hyperons proposed by this group has

been approved to run at the CEBAF accelerator lab. We are presently involved in a design and

development project for the CLAS detector with which this experiment will be performed. Chapter •

VII describes both the physics motivation for this work and the technical constraints on the design
of the region 1 drift chambers which have been undertaken.

The 2.0 GeV/c separated beam line constructed at BNL for the H particle searches is a

valuable research tool. Several possible future uses for this line are being considered at CMU. •

Some of these possibilities, along with a possible enhanced application of existing data, are
discussed in Chapter VIII.

O
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II. Group Personnel

O
The members of the Carnegie Mellon experimental medium energy physics group over the

past year were:

- Physics Staff
O

- Peter D. Barnes, Professor of Physics, Principal Investigator

- Gregg B. FrankLin,Associate Professor of Physics

- Reinhard A. Schumacher, Assistant Professor of Physics

- Brian P. Quinn, Assistant Professor of Physics
O

- Francis Martin Rozon, Research Associate

- Valdis Zeps, Research Associate

- Richard Magahiz, Special Faculty Research Associate

- Chris Ma.her, Senior Research Associate ( 20 % )
O

- Guy E. Diebold, Graduate Student

- Michael Athanas, Graduate Student

- Irianto R. Sukaton, Graduate Student

- Frank Merrill, Graduate Student
O

Support Staff

- Kimberley Minihan, Technical Assistant

- Gary R. Wilkin, Laboratory Technician

• - Robin Maher, Technical Assistant

Peter Barnes, the current Principle Investigator, will be on leave from the university during

the coming year. He will be serving as director of the Los Alamos Meson Physics Facility. We
• wish him the best of luck in this endeavor.

Guy Diebold completed his Ph.D. thesis during this past year and has moved on to a postdoc

position at Yale University. He is to be congratulated on the highly successful completion of a

most challenging project.

O We welcome two new people to the group this year.. Richard Magahiz joined the group in

July, coming from a position at Union College. Kimberley Minihan accepted the position of

Technical Assistant for the Support Staff in October 1990.

Frank Merrill worked with the group through the spring semester. Robin Maher worked
• with us over the summer of 1990.

O
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III. Search for the H Dibaryon at the AGS

• III.A. Introduction

The existence of multi-quark hadron states beyond qq and qqq has been discussed for

many years. Investigations of the role of the spin-spin interactions among the quarks has led to

quantitative estimates of the baryon and meson masses and properties. The six-quark state with the

• flavor content of two lambda hyperons has been of particular interest. This state was originally

discussed by Jaffe 1 in 1977 and labeled the "H particle". More recently it has become the object

of extensive discussion in the literature both in terms of calculated properties and experimental

searches. We have developed at CMU two experiments to search for this particle. After a brief

• review of the status of this particle, the present status of these experiments will bc reviewed.

In an investigation of low mass six-quark states, Jaffe found that the system uuddss can

have especially low mass in a state with total spin zero, charge zero, isospin zero, and positive

parity. The six quarks in the system have highly similar spatial wave functions (s-wave), and in

• this respect the system is rather unlike a deuteron. Among wave functions of six quark systems,

the H particle belongs to the 490 representation in the sU(6) color-spin _oup and is a singlet in

the SU(3) flavor group.

The essential ingredient in the binding of the H particle is the color-magnetic interaction of

• the six quarks due to gluon exchange. The H is the spin zero state whose eigenvalue has the largest

downward shift under this interaction. Jaffe calculated the six quark mass spectrum 1 in the bag

model and obtained an H particle mass of 2150 MeV and thus a binding energy of about 80 MeV.

Since the original bag model calculations of the H particle mass by Jaffe, the properties of

• this state have been analyzed in a variety of calculations such as quark potential models and lattice

gauge calculations. Fig. III.A. 1 shows a comparison of known baryon masses with the mass of

the H as predicted in different types of models. At the left are various mass pairs with the AA

being the lowest S --2, B = 2 system but substantially more massive than several of the S =-1

• and S = 0 systems.

The mass calculations at the right in Fig. III.A. 1 vary significantly in technique and in their

results. MIT bag model and cloudy bag model estimates generally tend to give a positive binding,

BH, although effects like center-of-mass corrections and pressure from the pion cloud require

• special attention. Topological soliton (Skyrmion) models continue to give rather low masses.

Oka 2 has shown that a nonrelativistic quark potential model calculation gives an H unbound by 70

MeV. A more ret,ent quark cluster calculation 3, however, finds the H to be 15 MeV bound.

Lattice Gauge Theory (LGT) calculations are of particular interest. A calculation by

• McKenzie and Thacker 4 in 1985 generated an H which was unbound, or perhaps slightly bound.

More recently, a LGT calculation by Iwasaki et. al. 5 on a larger lattice indicates a very light H.
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While the explanation for the discrepancy between the two calculations appears to be that the lattice

• used in the original calculation was too small, the new results give an H mass below the deuteron
mass, which may be too light to be physical. If the H is lighter than the deuteron, the universe

could decay to strange matter. A search for the [3-decay of nuclei through a zXS=2channel to the H

by Ejiri et. al. 6 gave an upper limit for this process which, when combined with an H-particle

• production rate calculation, gives a lower li,writon the H mass within a few MeV of the deuteron
mass.

Indirect evidence of limits on the H mass comes from double-A hypernuclei.7, 8 There have

been two reports of the observation of the formation and subsequent weak mesonic decay of a

nucleus with two bound A's published in the 1960's. Presumably, if the H existed and was boundO
by more than 10 MeV, the two A's would have formed an H before the weak decay occurred.

This was not observed. Unfortunately, the events have not been conf'trrned in later experiments.

If correctly interpreted, the data may piace a lower limit on the H mass around 2220 MeV. lt may

be noted that there have been arguments that the production rate of the H from a double-AO
hypernucleus may be severely depressed if the H is very light; but, these arguments are
controversial.

A more recent hybrid emulsion search for double-A hypernuclei at KEK has identified a

third double-A hypernuclear event. The analysis of the event by the collaboration that performedO
the experiment concludes that the event is either a 10AABe or 13AAB hypernucleus. 9 An analysis

by Dover ct. al.10 argues for the 13AAB interpretation which gives a strongly attractive AA

interaction consistent with both theoretical expectations and the analysis of the two earlier double-A

hypernuclear events. The emulsion contains a track identified as a n:- emitted from the flu'st decay
O

vertex and the experimenters conclude that this excludes the existence of an H dibaryon lighter than

2203.7_-+0.7MeV/c. This corresponds to a limit of BI-I<27 MeV.

There is an assortment of H-searches in the literature. The most direct attempt to find

evidence for the H was an experiment performed at the AGS by Carroll ct.al. 11 using the reactionO
p+p->K.+K++X. An upper limit of c<40nb was reported, but it has been argued that production

of the H through this channel could have a cross section of less than 1 nb. More recently, a hybrid

emulsion experiment has been performed at KEK to search for H dibarion production in complex

nuclei using the (K',K .) reaction 12. The significance of their null result cannot be judged until@
more reliable estimates of the H production cross sections in complex nuclei are available. The

hypernuclear weak decay studies at the AGS have the ability to look for an H-signature through the
reaction 4hHe->H+n+n, but the sensitivity is unknown since no rate calculation has been

performed for this channel.

• In summary, although it is quite important to make an experimental verification of the

existence of the H particle, no experiment performed to date has had the required sensitivity to

O
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either find the H or to cast doubt on its existence. Our experiments, described be!ow, will provide

a highly sensitivity search in the region of the AA mass and below. If this object is not found, we

will set meaningful upper limits on its production cross section. OI

A collaboration of Brookhaven National Laboratory, Carnegie-Mellon University, CERN,

Indiana University, Kyoto University, TRIUMF, University of Birmingham, University of

Freiburg, University of Kyoto Sangyo, University of Manitoba, University of New Mexico, and

Vassar College has undertaken two complementary experiments to search for the H dibaryon. OI

The AGS research proposal "Search for a Strangeness-2 Dibaryon" (AGS Experiment 813)

describes how the formation of (.---,d) atoms leading to the reaction =.-+ d ---)H + n may be used

as a sensitive search for the H. The experiment, shown in Fig.III.A.2 and Fig.III.A.3, involves

creating the --- hyperons in a liquid hydrogen target with the reaction K-+p---) K++_ -. The E- IlL

hyperon is then stopped in a liquid deuterium target and detection of the monoenergetic neutrons

from the reaction (---,d)atom--, H+n gives a clear, unambiguous signature for the formation of the
H.

Our current goal is to attain 1012 K" mesons on target which should give 3.4 xl0 5 K* Il_

triggers. We expect 1% of these triggers generated by detected K+'s to be events in which a

.0 _

Il I
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Fig. nl.A.2 Schematic layout of me (--'-,d)atom experiment. The detection of neutrons from •

the reaction (-_--,d)atom --o H + n will be the signatm'e of H particle production.
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(_-,d)atom is formed. Once the (_--,d)atom is formed, it is expected to decay strongly to either

AAn, _,0nn, or Hn. A calculation of the number of neutrons expected from H particle formation
O

must take into account the 2- counting rate, neutron detector solid angle and efficiency. We not_

that the neutron solid angle is somewhat smaller than originaly anticipated and the flight paths

somewhat longer. The current calculation predictes that the number of monoenergetic neutrons

expected after reaching I012 K" mesons can be shown to be around 500.R, where R is the

branching ratio for H production. The calculation of R as a function of BH by Aerts and Dover 13 •
have shown that R is near 1.0 if the H mass is near the mass of two A's and R decreases to 0. I as

BH increases to 100 MeV. The experiment will be sensitive to branching ratios as low as a few

percent.

To form the H from the (_--,d)atom and transfer sufficient energy to the neutron to allow its •

detection, the H must be less than 15 MeV unbound. Thus this experiment is expected to be

sensitive in the mass range I00 MeV >BH >- 15 MeV.

Also discussed in the proposal for E-813 was the replacement of the two-component target,

used in the (_.-,d)atom H search, with a single 3He target used in the reaction K-+3He-->K++H+n. •
The similarity between the two reaction mechanisms is illustrated in Fig. III.A.4. In May of 1986 a

second proposal entitled "Search for a Strangeness -2 Dibaryon Using a 3He Target" requesting an

additional 700 hours of running, was written at CMU and submitted to the AGS program advisory

committee. The experiment was approved as AGS experiment E-836. •
With the 3He target, greater sensitivity to a more tightly bound H is achieved. Although this

second measurement has the advantage of covering a wider mass region, it is technically more

difficult due to the need to reject pion contamination to better than 1:104. lt also has poor sensitivity.
O

in the region of small binding energy. Although this region may be considered to be the most

promising mass region for an H search, it is also the region in which the (_-,d)atom measurement

Two Tarcjet Process One Tarcjet Process

O

Fig. III.A.4 Comparisonof the ('--,d)atomandthe 3He targetproductionmechanism.

O
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has the highest sensitivity. For this reason, ,,.hetwo measurements _e considered complementary.

Dover 14 has shown that the detection of the outgoing K+'s is sufficient to prove the

• formation of the H in the 3He reaction. Its signature is a peak in the K+ momentum spectrum with

FWHM of 30 MeV/c. The centroid of the peak indicates the mass, as shown in Fig. III.A.5. The

necessity of rejecting pions in the incident K'- beam and the outgoing K + beam is also illustrated in

Fig. III.A.5 where it can be seen that even a rejection efficiency of 99.95% is not good enough;

• insufficient particle identification (PID) would result in a false signal which is similar to the

signature of H particle formation. PID is much less critical in the (.--.-,d)atom version. With 500

hours of production running scheduled for the 3He target, we expect 3000 to 5000 counts in the K+

momentum spectrum from H particle production. Approximately 50 of these events should have
O

coincident neutrons detected in the out-of-beam neutron detector army.

Both expenments will use the same apparatus. The incident K- beam is momentum

analyzed and there are three independent methods of rejecting the r_- contamination. An eighteen

meter flight path from the flu'st mass slit to the target area gives a 2.0 ns time of flight (TOF)O
separation between rc and K mesons. Two aerogel Cherenkov detectors provide additional P1D.

Since efficiencies near 1:162 me expected for each of these two detectors, any two of the three

particle identification methods should be sufficient to reject the pion contaminants even for the 3He

target measurement. The presence of three independent systems mea'as that the third method can beO
used to verify any sigxaal and prove that it is not due to pions.

The outgoing K+ mesons are momentum analyzed and again there are three independent

methods of pion rejection. The TOF path is extended oast the momentum analyzing chambers of

the spectrometer with an array of scintillators approximately seven meters downstream of the target.
O

This gives a 1.1ns TOF separation which is used in conjunction with the two aerogel Cerenkov

detectors. Again, any two of the three PID methods should be sufficient for the 3He target
measurement.

An array of neutron detectors surround the target, having a one meter TOF path for
O

measuring the neutron energy. A peak in the neutron TOF spectrum will be the signature of H

formation for the (_--,d)atom experiment. As discussed earlier, it is not necessary to detect the

neutron in the 3He target version. However, if a signal is seen in the K + spectrum, H production

• can be verified by reconstructing an invariant mass spectrum for the coincident events. The
predicted momentum resolution of _Sp/p=0.5% FWHM and redundant PID instrumentation is

sufficient for the 3He measurement and exceeds the requirements of the (_- d)atom measurement.

O

O
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Fig. HI.A.5 Predicted K+ spectruml4 for 3He target experiment for three masses of H particleshown with backgroundreactions.
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III.B. Current Status of E813 and E836.

All major construction projects needed to undertake the E813 H Dibaryon search were
Q

completed by the start of the AGS's 1991 Slow Extracted Beam (SEB) period (April-June). In the

final preparations for the SEB period problems were encountered and timely solutions were

implemented in both beam line elements and the detector elements. This allowed production

running to begin immediately after a several week long period of beam line tuning and
conditioning. Q

One problem encountered on the beam line concerned the two new electrostatic separators

built for this beam-line using a design which has not previously been used at Brookhaven. The two

brand new beam line separators needed more time to condition than was expected and did not

achieve their specified operating voltages. The compromise solution implemented for the 1991 •

SEB period was to operate the beam line to deliver K"s at a momentum of 1.7 GeV with a _:/K

ratio of 4/1 (the original design called for 1.8 GeV with a _z/Kratio of 1/1).

During the final stages of preparation some problems were noted in the performance of the

5 inch Photo Multiplier Tubes (PMT's) in the fringe field of the 48D48 spectrometer magnet. This •

would affect the efficiencies of the detector elements employing these PMT's. Major modifications

on the affected detectors were needed to allow the experiment to proceed. The detectors employing

5 inch PMT's are ali the Aerogel Cerenkov detectors ICl, IC2, FC, and BCA. Significant

modifications were made to the Forward Cerenkov (FC), and both Incident Cerenkovs (IC1 & •

IC2). The Back Cerenkov Aerogel detector (BCA), underwent a minor modification regarding the

placement of its 5 inch PMT's within their individual magnetic shields. This enhanced BCA's

performance to a level acceptable for the E813 variant of the H Dibaryon search. Further

enhancement of BCA's performance may be required for the E836 variant of the search. •

Another problem encountered was contamination of the primary trigger due to elastic

scattering: Events of the type p(K-, p)K- were inadvertently included as events of type p(K-,K+)_, -

due to mis-identifying the proton as a K +. This problem had been foreseen but the actual trigger

rate was even greater than anticipated. By the end of 1990, two ideas had been brought up to •

counter it. These solutions were based on the fact that protons and K+s emerging from the 48D48

spectrometer hitting BT at identical vertical positions have different velocities and must differ either

in their trajectories or flight times.

The first solution involved building another Cerenkov detector, the Back Cerenkov Lucite Q

detector (BCL), which was placed immediately behind BCA. The lucite radiator elements were

curved so they would always be roughly perpendicular to the particles striking them. The

Cerenkov light from kaons was e_aitted at a large enough angle that some of it was internally

reflected and guided to the PMT's. The light from the slower protons escaped from the lucite and •
did not reach the PMT's.
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The other solution presented involved implementing a second level trigger into the Data

Acquisition (DAQ) program. Based on the setting of the 48D48 spectrometer magnet, the DAQ

• would be provided with a look-up table that tabulates hits on Forward Drift chamber 3 (FD3) and

Back Time-of-flight wall (BT) giving the maximum expected time of flight for a K+ emerging from

the 48D48. When implemented, the DAQ would abort an event if hits on FD3 and BT do not

correspond to the observed time of flight for the particles of interest, K+s. This is called a second

• level trigger because partial event readout would have been done at the time the event is defined as

either a good event (to be read out), or a bad event (to be aborted). Fast encoding FERA and

FERRET electronics were used to read out the BT and Incident Timing (IT) elements and a

custom-built board was made at CMU to provide the FD3 hit pattern.

• Both solutions were pursued vigorously early in 1991. BCL was completed, installed, and

calibrated late in May. This lucite Cerenkov quickly became known as 'Lucy'. By early June,

Lucy's trigger bit was in the data stream. After a check-out period, to make sure that the bit did not

introduce unintended bias in the data, Lucy was included in the trigger definition. A pre-scaled

• fraction of events which did not require Lucy was also ir.:luded as a precaution. Lucy reduced the

K-,p trigger rate by more than a factor of six, reducing the dead time to a tolerable level of about
30%.

The implementation of the second level trigger turned out to be more complicated than

• expected. Some problems were encountered interfacing the main DAQ processor with the slave

processor that would actually do the fast readout and second-level trigger decision. After this was

solved, calibration studies had to be made to create the cut tables. The required careful calibration

of the flight time counters took some time, so reliable cuts were not ready during this running

• period. The entire system was successfully tested however, and it is expected to be implemented

for the 1992 running period.

At the end of the SEB period on June 30, 1991, _.813 had accumulated 703 hours of

production running out of the 1000 hours requested. The absolute K- flux varied throughout the

• run. lt was quite low at the start of the SEB period and improved as the run continued. By the end

of the run, the 2 GeV beam line was delivering 8x105 K- per 1013 protons on target.

Currently, E813 has entered the initial stages of data analysis. This is being done at several

institutions around the world. Coordination is done from CMU. At the same time, CMU is still

0 involved in two major construction projects. The fin'st is the construction of a spare FD3 drift

chamber and the second is the construction of a spare Hydrogen/Deuterium target vessel. The

former is being done in-house and the latter will be done, as before, by an outside contractor.

Other items that are planned to be done during this beam-off period include minor detector

• maintenance and repairs, and a relocation of some in-beam drift chamber electronics in the

experimental area.

O
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Although we are tentatively satisfied with the last running cycle, more time is needed to

analyze the data before quantitative statements are made concerning the background levels and

degree of sensitivity obtained. When this can be done we will be in a better position to make more

def'mitive plans on the the future running of the E813 and E836 H Dibaryon search.

The next SEB period at the AGS has been tentatively scheduled to begin May 1, 1992,

lasting for 8 weeks. The E813/E836 collaboration is planning to make use of this running cycle.

O_
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III.C.1. Cryogenic Targets for the H Searches

The 3He version of the H search, E836, will use an existing 25 cm liquid 3He target which
O

will utilize standard BNL technology. In contrast, the target used in the (=-,al)atom version, E813,

is a highly specialized design since the number of stopped _,-'s and the experiment's signal-to-

noise ratio is critically sensitive to the target geometry. Extensive work went into the design,

optimization, and construction of this hydrogen/deuterium cryogenic target.

• The design studies required accurate simulation of the _.- stopping power, straggling, and

multiple scattering effects. A specialized Monte Carlo code was written to study alternative target

designs when the GEANT3 package was found to be too slow and inaccurate. The results have

been reported in CMU internal report CMU/ME - 006/88 and in our 1987-88 progress report.

• These studies produced the target design seen in the assembly drawing shown in Fig.

III.C.I.1. The 82 cm liquid hydrogen (LH2) target lies below a liquid deuterium (LD2) vessel

which has twenty _.- stopping regions or "cells", each 2 cm long. Each stopping cell is preceded

by a 1 cm long energy degrading cell which consists of a beveled tungsten slab followed by a

• diffused-junction silicon-pad detector. Using the Monte Carlo code, the geometry was optimized

to maximize the fraction of those _.-'s created in the LH2 target which come to a stop in the LD2

target. Figure III.C.1.2 shows the stopping positions of the :---'s as generated by the computer
simulations.

• The details of an energy degrading cell are illustrated in Fig. III.C. 1.3. The silicon wafers

are mounted on an aluminum-oxide ceramic frame which is then bolted against the main tungsten

slab. The slab is augmented by several tungsten sheets so that the stopping power of the cell can

be varied slightly. The silicon detector array, which tags the E" hyperons as they exit the tungsten

• energy degrader and enter the liquid deuterium vessel, has three primary functions: 1) redundant

instrumentation to the in-beam detectors to help generate a clean tag of K'+p--->K++F."

2)identification of events in which the .--- travels through the liquid hydrogen and tungsten energ3,

degrader without decaying, and 3) identification of the _" 's which enter the liquid deuterium

• vessel with a kinetic energy low enough to have an appreciable probability of stopping and forming

a (_." ,d)atom. Additional discussion of the silicon-pad detectors can be found in section III.C.2.

The conceptual design of the cryogenic target was done at Carnegie Mellon and the detailed

engineering drawings were developed R. Meier and L. Addessi of the AGS cryogenics group

• working closely with Carnegie Mellon. The main components of the vessels were manufactured by

Hall Industries (Pittsburgh, PA) under contract to CMU and completed in the summer of 1990.

The closed-cycle refrigeration system, plumbing, and vacuum system components were built at

BNL. Final assembly and testing began early in 1991. The targets were cooled down and filled

• for the first time in March. The vacuum system was then opened and the silicon detector arrays

inserted between the hydrogen and deuterium vessels. The targets were then reassembled, cooled,

O
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and tilled one more time before moving the assembly onto the AGS floor in April. The system

appeared to work nearly flawlessly throughout the running period.

Fig. III.C.1.2. Output of computer simulation. Stopping coordinates of _, hyperons are shown

for the middle two stopping cells• The 0.65 cm tungsten degrader used in the

simulation resulted in the largest number of stops in I.,I32. Cuts in the outgoing

K + phase space have been used to minimize the number of stops in the tungsten

and aluminum target walls.

Side Brackets
SiliconWafer

=LD2 ___ "_ ,, /
Vessel

Y

Tungsten Can'ymg StltconDetector
Tungsten Wedge
Slabs (0.25 mm)
Upto 12slabs

Fig. III.C.1.3. Exploded (not to scale) view of an energy degrading cell showing tungsten

energy degrader, silicon detector array, and mounting brackets.
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III.C.2. Silicon Detectors for use at LHz Temperature

A critical component of experiment E813 is the set of silicon detectors mounted in the

cryogenic vessel which tag those events in which a very low energy _- particle enters the liquid •

deuterium vessel. The diffused-junction silicon detector development has progressed substantially

Jsince the report last year. At that time, only mechanical stability tests of the detector assembly had

been successfully completed at liquid hydrogen (LH2) temperature (-20K). Now, we have a 20 x

8 element array of silicon detectors operating at LH2 temperature for the E813 experiment at

Brookhaven. This report outlines the progress leading to the successful use of these detectors.

Feasibility

The feasibility studies were completed by testing the detector gain as a function of •

temperature. For this test, we added electrical vacuum feedthrough wires to the cryogenic test

vessel that was used in last year's mechanical tests. 5.8 MeV alpha-particles were used to measure

the gain. A temperature sensor mounted on the detector support frame monitored the temperature,

as we cooled the detector. We found that the pulse height was constant as the detector was cooled •

to liquid helium (LHc) temperature (--4.5K). The fact that the detectors worked at ali at LHc

temperature was a bit of a surprise, and gave us confidence that we should have no problem

operating the detectors at I.k-I2temperature (~20K).
O

Construction and Signal Processing

After successfully completing the feasibility studies, we designed and built the 160 element

array and signal processing. This included: detector wiring and vacuum feedthrough assemblies,

preamp boards and RF enclosures, detector bias and preamp power distribution, and ali the signal O _

processing cables and patch panels. We also obtained amplifiers and discriminators for ali 160

channels to feed pulse height and timing information into FASTBUS.

Figure III.C.2.1 shows the mounting frame assembly. Two silicon detector wafers, each with four

1 cm x 1 cm active area pads, are mounted on an aluminum-oxide ceramic fra.me with palladium •

traces. The frames were designed at CMU and made at the Mellon Institute in Pittsburgh. The

detectors are mounted to the frames using a conductive cryogenic epoxy, which "alsoserves as the

electrical connection between the ground palladium trace and the common P+ contact of the

detector. Once mounted, each pad's N+ contact is wire-bonded to the signal palladium traces. The Q

mounting and wire-bonding was done by J. Walton of Lawrence-Berkeley Laboratory (LBL).

Four quad-lead cryogenic wires are soldered to the palladium traces to carry the signals from the

detector to the vacuum feedthrough. We alternate signal and ground lines to minimize cross-talk.

An intermediate connection is made in the vacuum vessel to decouple the detector wiring from the •
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vacuum feedthrough wiring, and to provide a thermal breakpoint. Twenty such detectors are

mounted in the target spaced 3.3 cm apart. Ten preamp boxes are mounted directly to the 32-pin

• hermetically-sealed vacuum feedthroughs in units of 16 channels per box.

At CMU, we designed and built preamp boards based on Laben model# 5254 low-noise

hybrid preamps, which were proven quite reliable in experiments at CERN. These preamps use

RC pulse shaping to convert step-function pulses into semi-gaussian pulses more suitable for

• amplification, discrimination, and charge integration. The pulse shaping is done with an external

RC network optimized according to the pulse width/pulse height requirements; we set the pulse

width to -270 nanoseconds FWHM. Each box receives power from supplies located outside the

experimental area. A single KEPCO 150-Volt variable power supply provides the biasing for all

Q detectors using a resistor/divider network, while a pair of +/-6V Lambda supplies provide the

preamp power. We made ribbon coax cables to carry the Signals from the preamps to the amplifiers

and discriminators in a rack on the AGS floor outside the enclosed experimental area. Both outputs

from the amplifier module are used for separate pulse height and timing processing. For each

• detector pad, one of the analog outputs was sent on 400 ns coax delay directly to the FASTBUS

ADC's in the electronics trailer, while the other output feeds a CAMAC-base discriminator with the

differential ECL output sent on twisted pairs to a FASTBUS pipeline TDC also located on the AGS
floor.

O

Performance

The required number of detectors weren't received from LBL until mid-march, 1991,

which left no time to individually test the detectors before soldering leads and mounting the

Q detectors in the target. We were, however, able to make continuity and diode checks as the

detectors were inserted; the diode check is actually a strong test of the detector integrity.

Furthermore, the detectors had already been shown to hold bias at LBL before shipping. At the

time we had few spares, so ali "working" detectors had to be used. During this year's E813

Q experiment at Brookhaven, we had 154 of 160 working detector pads (Fig. III.C.2.2). Ali non-

working detectors had already been identified from continuity/diode tests done earlier, in fact, three

additional detectors that did not pass the tests at room temperature did function acceptably at LH2

temperature. The bad detectors could not be easily replaced, because of the involved target

• assembly. While the complicated assembly procedure does introduce a risk of detector damage, the

3-week turn around time for reassembly makes detector replacement impractical during the run.

We had hoped to be able to tag minimum ionizing particles as well as the highly ionizing

_,- particles. However, small incipient oscillations, RF noise, and 60-Hz pick-up from the AGS

• were slightly too large to see minimum ionizing signals. The discriminator thresholds were set to

50 mV (--3x rain. I.), the lowest practical level before noise contributed significantly to the singles
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rate in the pipeline TDC's. Nevertheless, the performance of the Silicon detectors is more than

adequate for detecting _- particles (see fig. II.C.2.3). Further tests are being done to try to

desensitize the electronics to RF pick-up. •

I\[_ Quad-Lead Cry°gentc wire .Jl,I

/-4 Signal Traces Ceramic Frame--_

k_._,_ //I-- Ground Trace ,,, /- Wir e Bond \ ././/.._ Q
_..._.'-,_ .: / ' ,, . _, ,., _ '_"_/.._

Ol I 8 7 6 5 4 32 t , _ 0

Silicon Detector Wafers

Fig. II.C.2.1 Silicon detector layout and wiring. The signals for each pad, labelled 1-8, are •

wire-bonded to the palladium trace on the ceramic frame. Quad-lead cryogenic wire, with alternate

signal and ground lines, carry the signals from the detector.

O

O

O

PGd 1 2 5 4. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1,3 14. 15 16 17 18 19 20

Row #

Fig. H.C.2.2 Sample hit distribution taken during experiment E813, for Silicon detector hits I

above 50 inV. No time cuts have been made, thus the "hot" detectors show up as prevalent spikes.

Notice that the number of hits increases with increasing row number, resulting from forward

peaked "spray" from mu.li-particle reactions. Also, the distribution for each row is generally peaked

around the central pad number, as expected from the beam intensity distribution. O-,

4)
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Silicon Detector ADC vs. TDC
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Fig. II.C.2.3 Sample ADC vs. TDC distribution, summed over all 160 detectors, taken during

• experiment E813. Notice the low background for large pulse heights. The ADC scale is also

converted to a rough energy scale• The blocked region indicates where we expect stopped E-

particles to be found.
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III.C.3 FD3 Drift Chamber

The 3He version of the H particle experiment requires the momentum resolution of the K+

spectrometer to be 5p/p = 0.5 % or better. In the current spectrometer design, placement of a drift •

chamber inside of the 48D48 magnetic gap, upstream of the center with a position resolution of

6<300 I.tm optimizes the momentum resolution. The FD3 drift chamber has been constructed at

CMU. The other drift chambers in the experiment are being provided by the collaborating

institutions, with Brookhaven providing the chambers upstream of the 48D48, and the University •
of Freiburg providing the downstream chambers.

The magnet drift chamber has a cell structure with four layers of sense wires which

measures, in the coordinate system of the experiment, u, y, y' (same as the y coordinate but offset

vertically by one-half cell in the y direction), and v. Since particles traversing the 48D48 magnet •

are bent vertically, the vertical position of the particle is related to its momentum. Thus, the y

measurement is of primary importance, while the x position information is useful mainly in track

reconstruction. To resolve the left-right ambiguity, that is, which half of the cell the particle

traversed, more than one measurement of the y position is needed. One needs at least three y •

measurements to resolve ali ambiguities when allowing for angled tracks. For this reason, it was

decided to use four sense wire planes: a y plane, a y' plane, a u plane and a v plane. The u and v

planes are similar to the y plane except for a +60 ° rotation about the z axis, the direction of particle

travel. The u and v planes provide x information and y information at the same time, which helps •

to sort out the y ambiguities while giving some horizontal tracking information as weil. Figure
III.C.3.1 shows the geometry of the y layers.

o . o • . o o o • o '4"--.- potential plane

+ • + • + o + o + • _ y' sense plane •
6.35 mm " " o . • . • • o o _ potential plane

• _ • + • + • + • + • + 41---- y sense plane
/ • o o o o o • o • o _ potential plane

O

-_ _ 6.35 mm

Fig. II1.C.3.1 Cell gecmetry for the y and y' planes showingthe one-half cell
offsetbetween y and y'. The +'s representsense wires, the o's
potential wires.

The construction of the first of two FD3 &fit chambers was completed over a year ago.

The overall dimensions of the detector are 24" by 38", while the active area is 18" by 32". The •

0
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chamber frames are made of 1/4" G-10 fiberglass plate to give the desired plane spacing. A

precision jig was constructed for machining the G-10; this jig was used to guide a hand-held router

• for carving _ut the desired shapes, a forming technique which proved to be a precise and

reproducible method for cutting the G-10. A wire winding machine was built which allowed the

wires to be uniformly spaced and attached with a uniform tension to the frames. The sense wires

are 20 larn gold-plated tungsten while the potential wires are 100 I.tm gold-plated aluminum. The

• wires are soldered onto circuit boards which are recessed and laminated into the G-10 frames. The

circuit boards were designed at CMU, and the manufacturing was done by a commercial vendor.

The circuit boards distribute high voltage to the po, "_1wires and route the sense wire signals to

amplifier-comparator cards mounted directly on the chanloer. Instrumenting one chamber requires

• 16 Lecroy 2735DC amplifier-comparator cards. The gas mixture we are using in the chamber is

77% argon, 20% isobutane, and 3% methylal, a mixture which has been shown to have good

chamber aging characteristics. A gas mixing system was built that allows precise control of the gas

rnizture, so that the mixture can be adjusted as needed, and so that long-lasting high pressure gas

• bi3ttles can be used rather than low-pressure bottles of premixed gas. The gases are filtered to

remove particulate matter, oxygen, water and, in the case of isobutane, heavy hydrocarbons (oils).

The gas mixing system is being used to supply gas to FD3 as well as the large Freiburg drift

chambers placed downstream of the 48D48.

• Bench tests of the performance of FD3 have been carried out at CMU and at Brookhaven

prier to final installation in the experiment. The chamber was tested in a zero-magnetic-field

environment using a laser for drift time calibrations, an 55Fe source for gain calibrations and

cosmic rays for resolution studies. From these tests, the zero-field x(t) relationships for the sense

planes were determined and found to agree closely with predictions from the simulation program

GARFIELD. The zero-field resolution was found to be 160gin for the chamber y coordinate. Laser

tests of the chamber in piace under full magnetic field were begun, however, an untimely wire

breakage ended these studies. The tests were sufficient to verify that x(t) calibrations produced by

• GARFIELD were an adequate initial estimate of the chamber behavior. Since FD3 operates in a

magnetic field (1.32 T at the chamber center as determined by magnet mapping), the electrons from

the primary ionization track drift toward the °-'ase wires at an angle to the electric field which

increases the effective drift path and, hence, ,,:,: drift time for the electrons. Since the magnetic

ll_ field lies along the y and y' wires, the field effects are maximum for those two planes while the u

and v planes only see one-half of the field due to the 60° plane rotation. A plot of the charge drift

lines and isochrones (equal-time contours spaced 20 ns apart) are shown for the y and y' planes in

the 1.32 T magnetic field in Fig. III.C.3.2.

O
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Fig. III.C.3.2 A plot of the electron drift lines and isochrones for the two y planes. @
The isochrones are spaced every 20 ns.

After the fin'st chamber broke an additional wire under further tests, the chamber was

disassembled. The damaged sense plane was rewound and ali the planes were cleansed with acetic Q
acid and isopropyl alcohol to restore the wire planes as close as possible to their original condition.

The rebuilt chamber was then installed in the experiment at Brookhaven and encountered no

difficulty operating for the duration of this year's run, showing no chamber aging effects. A

second FD3 chamber was constructed as a backup but encountered problems with incomplete •
curing of the epoxy used to bond the wires to the chamber frames. The second chamber is

currently being rewound using a di,_ferentepoxy which will cure better.

The x(t) relationships used for the experimental analysis will be extracted from the actual

data. If one assumes a uniform illumination of the drift cell by the incident particle, then the drift
times can be converted to positions by integrating the time distribution up to the hit time and

comparing this to the maximum possible drift time. A sample of the drift time distributions is

shown in Figure In.c.3.3. The data displayed in this figure were taken at the nominal operating
voltage of 2.0 kV on each plane. Data due to secondary after-pulsing have been removed and a cut @

@
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has been applied on the drift times that leaves a window around the time of interest where ali true

particle hits will occur. Since the chamber sits directly in the particle beam, which can have ratesQ
greater than 1 MHz, there is a significant probability of random beam particles giving drift times in

the valid time windows. This background is evident in the figure. Also apparent is the difference

of widths in the drift time distributions between the u/v planes and the y/y' planes caused by the

different effective magnetic fields experienced. Analysis of the time distributions to optimize the
O

x(t) relationships and minimize the resolution for the chamber planes is in progress.

0
U plane Y plane

Q

t I I l

20 60 I00 140 180 20 60 i00 140 183

• Y' plane V plane

0

i I I I

' ?-0 60 1(30 140 180 20 60 1(30 I_0 !83

Fig. 1II.C.3.3 A plot of typical drift time spectra in units of tdc tics (one tic=2 ns).

Q The data has had cuts applied to remove signal after pulsing and beam

background.

O
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III.C.4. Neutron Counters

The signature of H dibaryon production in experiment E813 is the detection of mono-

energetic neutrons emitted in the --'d ---,H n reaction. The energy of these neutrons will reveal the •

mass of the H particle. A large array of neutron counters with gGod energy reso)_ution is,

therefore, an important component of this experiment. Design and construction of these detectors

began several years ago at CMU.

They consist of two arrays of 50 logs each. The logs are 2" x 6"x 72" blocks of Q

scintillator with light guides and PMT's at each end. Each array consists of 5 layers of 10 iGgs, a

thin charged-particle veto layer and a rigid support frame which protects the logs. The frames are

designed to allow the arrays to be lowered from their normal operating positions (in which the logs

stand on end) to a horizontal position in which the counters can be calibrated with cosmic rays. •

Each log has a quartz optical fiber connected at the center to allow testing and calibration by

sending a sub-nanosecond U.V. laser flash to each log, causing scintillation.

Energy of the detected neutrons is determined by time of flight, which can be measured to

300pS FWHM for 10 MeV (electron equivalent) energy deposited. Position within a log can be •
determined to several centimeters from the difference in arrival time of the light at each end.

During preparation for the second phase of running of experiment E788, it was realized that

these arrays could serve to measure both neutral and charged decay products from hypernuclei.

Minor modifications were made to allow better range measurements for low energy particles and •
construction of the arrays was pushed forward so they would be ready in time for the E788 run in

early 1990. Thus, the neutron arrays saw their first use a year before the beginning of the FI
particle experiments' running.

Over the past year, the arrays were dismounted from their supports at LES BII, the support •
structure (which is built into the cryogenic target stand) was moved to the 2.0 GeV/c beam line, the

neutron counters were re-mounted at the new location, and they were put into service for the
running of experiment E813.

Ali indications suggest that almost ali of the counters were performing well throughout the •
data taking period. 97 counters showed good responses to the laser flash. The remaining 3 did

not receive the flash due to damaged optical fibers. The logs showed good responses to cosmic

rays when the detector arrays were lowered to the horizontal position after the run. Additional

analysis will have to be carried out before definitive statements can be made on accidental •
background rates and detector efficiency, both of which depend on the threshold cut which is

applied. However, there is no indication that background rates were worse than those we

previously encountered in hypernuclear experiments.

I)
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III.C.5. Forward Position Hodoscope

Early in 1990, it was decided that a scintillation detector should be added to the H-

• particle experiment between the target and the 48D48 magnet. This device, the Forward

Position Hodoscope (FP), consists of 16 horizontal strips of 4mm thick scintillator

material. Each strip is 1.5 cm high by 21 cm wide and the total device has an active area of

21.0 x 24.0 cm. The light from the scintillator is directed by L-shaped light pipes to 1.9

• cm Hamamatsu H3167 PMT's positioned slightly upstream with their active area facing

downstream. A top view of the whole array is given in Fig. III.C.5.1.

FP was positioned between the Forward Cerenkov counter (FC) and the second

Forward Drift Chamber (FD2), which is immediately in front of the 48D48 magnet gap.

• Its active area covers the beam and extends downwards to include events of interest.

Because of its proximity to the magnet, heavy iron shielding was required around the

PMT's. Due to this weight, the detector was designed to retract from the 48D48 field

clamp aperture by sliding the detector along mounting rails to allow access to FD2.

• The Hodoscope has several functions: 1. Its upper in-beam elements are used as

beam vetoes. 2. Its lower out-of-beam elements a) Define the acceptance of the 48D48, b)

Backup the Forward Cerenkov, and c) Reduce ambiguities due to multiple hits in the
Forward Drift Chambers FD 1 and FD2.

• Construction of FP was completed in the first months of 1991. It had been tested

and calibrated, ready for use by me start of the SEB period. Despite one PMT that failed

during the run, FP performed ali it's tasks. The broken PMT served an in-beam element.

The PMT was not replaced during the run. The in-beam element in question continued to

• function as a beam veto operating with only one PMT throughout the rest of the running

period.

FP's PMT signals were split to provide for ADC and TDC information. This is the

standard practice applied to ali PMT's in the experiment. To complete its task, only TDC

• information was needed from FP. Up to this point, no useful information has been

extracted from FP's ADC values due to noise in the electronics system.

The one broken PMT will be replaced by the next running cycle. Other

improvements of lower priority involve examining how to extract useful ADC information

• from the Hodoscope by subtracting the 60Hz noise which was monitored event-by-event

during the run.

O
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Fig. Ili.C.5.1 Forward Position Hodoscope, FP, used to define the input aperture of
the 48D48 spectrometer in the H Dibaryon searches. •
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III.C.6 Electronics

The electronics-related activities this year have centered around assembly and construction

• of electronic equipment necessary for the H-particle search. Aside from the silicon detector

electronics described in section III.C.2, the other electronics construction projects consisted of

NIM-to-ECL converters, scaler multiplexers, and patch panels.

Since FASTBUS TDC modules all have differential ECL input signals, the NIM

• electronics need to have the outputs converted to ECL logic. Furthermore, the single-hit TDC units

do not inhibit the stops prior to the start signal; this must be done externally. There are no

commercially available NIM-to-ECL converters with an inhibit feature, except through costly

discriminator modules (eg-LeCroy model 4413 CAMAC discriminators cost $100/channel).

• Consequently, we designed and built our own NIM-to-ECL converters incorporating an inhibit.

While not nearly as elaborate as the 4413's, our modules cost roughly $15-20/channel and give at

least as good a timing resolution as the 4413's. These NIM-to-ECL converters were described in

last years report. This year, we simply expanded the number of channels from 320 to 500. CMU

D provided nearly ali 700 channels of NIM-to-ECL conversion for the H-particle search, including an

additional 200 channels of NIM-to-ECL conversion via Lecroy model 4413 discriminators.

It is useful to record scaler information for ali the detector elements during the experiment.

However, due to the high number of channels, an undesirably large number of standard CAMAC

• NIM scalers would be required. For this reason, an ECL multiplexer was built to reduce the

number of scaler channels by a factor of eight. A circuit schematic of this multiplexer (MUX) is

shown in Figure. III.C.6.1. The multiplexer inputs were taken from one of the (dual) outputs of

the NIM-to-ECL converters. The signals are routed in the MUX to correspond to the signal output

• ordering of the NIM-to-ECL, so that detectors with two phototubes on each detector element will

have both phototubes scaled simultaneously. The MUX output is fed into CAMAC 32-channel

ECL scalers. The MUX channel selection is done by the data acquisition computer which supplies

four "I'IL levels, three for selection and one for an inhibit. The channel selection and inhibit is also

• front panel selectable. Three multiplexer units capable of handling up to 768 inputs were

constructed. For this year's run, approximately 460 channels were used.

Most of the patch panels were fairly simple and constructed as needed at Brookhaven,

with the exception of the ADC patch panels. These patch panels adapt the lemo-type connectors to

• LeCroy model 1885F FASTBUS ADC's. The adaptors consist of aluminum panels with 48 lemo

bulkheads. The output of each bulkhead has a 2 meter RG-194 coax cable, which in turn is

soldered to a custom PC board that accepts RG-194 cable and connects them to 3 34-pin array

connectors for input into the ADC. Two panels are needed for each 96-channel ADC; a total of 12

Q such adaptors were built.

O
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Fig.III.C.6.1 Circuit schematic for the scaler multiplexer. Rt is a 100_ termination

resistor, R2 is a 560C2pull-down resistor, VEEis the supply voltage.
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III.C.7. Back Detector Stand and Cart

A large detector stand had to be designed and constructed downstream of the spectrometer
O

magnet for the H particle experiment. This stand supports some of the large-area detectors

required for the down-stream end of the spectrometer. Each of the detectors is attached to a

custom-build frame which is designed to fit into the stand. The stand provides a mechanism for

easily rolling any of these detectors out of position to a side area in which it can be worked on
O

without interference from the other detectors. They can then be as easily rolled back into operating

position.

Also, since the detectors are inclined and closely spaced, they overlap each other, making

overhead removal and installation impractical. This was resolved by building a cart which can hold
O

a single detector and abut against the detector stand to allow the detector frame to be roiled from the

cart to the stand or vise-versa. Loading/unloading the cart is then a simple operation for the
overhead crane.

The conceptual design of this equipment was done at CMU. The details of the design were

• worked out by engineers of the BNL Physics Department in cooperation with CMU. The

construction of both the stand and cart was then undertaken by the BNL Physics Department and

installation was carried out by the AGS.

Both components worked weil. The cart was used a number of times to load and unload

• detectors during the final mounting and shake-down of the equipment. These operations went very.

smoothly and did not disturb the other detectors which were already in piace. Since flexibility, was

built into the design of the stand, it is exoected to serve our needs well during all future running.

O

O
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III.C.8 Helium Bags for the H Search

The largest drift space in the E813, E836 experimental setup occurs inside the 48D48

magnet. Multiple scattering of particles in this region is particularly bad since any change in the •

angle of the scattered particles directly affects the overall momentum resolution of the spectrometer.

lt has been shown that multiple scattering in air inside the magnet is the limiting factor in

momentum resolution for the 3He version of the H search, in which only the K+ meson is

detected. In order to reduce this problem we have designed and procured two helium bags to Q
occupy the spaces upstream and downstream of the FD3 drift chamber.

These structures were fabricated by a company that specializes in making balloons for

weather research and military applications. The "side" walls are 6 mil polyethylene, while the

front and back walls, through which the particles must pass, are 1 rnil polyethylene. Fill and purge •

ports permit helium gas to be let in and out. A technique has been developed to measure the

concentration of helium in the bags using a standing wave tube to measure the speed of sound in

the gas (see CMU progress report for 1989-1990).

The bags were not used during the 1990 running of E813 because the momentum Q

resolution requirements for the spectrometer are less stringent for this experiment.

O

O

O

O
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III.C.9. Spectrometer Map

The 48D48 dipole magnet which is serving as the large-acceptance spectrometer for E813

• and E836 is a very large aperture window-frame magnet. As such, its field is highly non-uniform

and, especially with field clamps driven near to saturation, difficult to accurately predict. Since

accurate momentum measurement is required, especially for E836, it is necessary that the field be

well known. It was, therefore, necessary to accurately map the magnetic field. An existing

• magnet-mapping apparatus at BNL was used with the addition of some custom-made supports to

secure it to the magnet. The apparatus consisted of a rigid rail which held a moveable cart carrying

three high-precision Hall probes oriented to measure the three field components. The stepping

motor which moved the cart along the rail was controlled by a computer which also read out the

• Hall probes via tesla-meters and stored the results. Thus, a series of points (of common X and Y

position) could be mapped under computer control as the cart was moved in steps in the Z

direction. The track could then be manually moved in discrete jumps in the X and Y directions.

A grid of measurements was made throughout the volume of interest of the magnet. This

• consisted of well over 100,000 field measurements (in a roughly 2" x 2" x 1" grid on one side of

the magnet and a coarser gNd on the other side to check symmetry). The measurements were

corrected for the roll and pitch of the cart (as measured continuously by on-board tilt-meters), mis-

alignment of the probes (determined by examining components which are known to vanish along

• symmetry planes), deviations in the shape of the track (determined by surveying), offsets in the

positions of the three individual Hall probes, etc. Subsets of these corrected measurements were

then used to locally fit the field as a set of harmonic polynomials in a set of sub-volumes. The

harmonic polynomials are solutions of Laplace's equation and their order was chosen to give a

• small residual to the fit (usually less than 10 G compared to the central field of 14 kG). These

fitted coefficients are now stored as a parameterization of the field which can be used to calculate

the field at any point for use in numerical calculations of the trajectory of charged particles through

the spectrometer. This parameterization was used on-line to determine the momenta of both beam

• particles (when the spectrometer was operated in reversed polarity) and outgoing positive particles.

O

O

O
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III.C.10. Data Acquisition System/Programs

The data acquisition (DAQ) system used for experiment E813 was largely based on one

developed by our University of Birmingham collaborators for use in the NA36 collaboration. The •

system is centered on a pair of VME-based microprocessors (FIC's) from CES. One of these

performed the event readout while the other handled event building and output. While this kernel

of the DAQ system was taken from an existing system, most of the peripheral connections had to

be re-designed for the environment of the H particle experiments. Much of this interfacing was •

developed at CMU.

Interfacing of the FASTBUS crates to VME was greatly simplified by the availability of

ECL/VME high speed dual-ported memories developed by our collaborators at the University of

Freiburg. One of these memories was connected to each of the LeCroy 1821 segment managers so •

data was automatically pumped to the memories by the 1821 data subsystem. This made the data
available to the FIC's via the VME bus.

This did not, however, provide a path for down-loading the sequencer programs and

pedestal tables to the 1821. These and other 'slow' access functions were accomplished by two Q

LeCroy 289 lA CAMAC modules provided by CMU. These interfaced to the front panels of the

three 1821's allowing complete control and down-loading. Access to CAMAC was accomplished

through a VME branch driver. This served both for communication with the 182 l's and for

readout of CAMAC data. •

Writing of output tapes was done directly from the FIC's by connecting an Exabyte 8mm

tape drive to the SCSI interface of the output FIC.

On-line data monitoring was performed on several microVAX computers. This required

communication of a sample of the data to one of the microVAXes. This was carried out through a •
dual-ported Q-bus/VME memory from BIT3. Transfer of data was accomplished by synchronized

programs running on the output FIC and the microVAX. These codes were written at Birmingham

and CMU respectively. Despite any difficulties introduced by this geographical separation,

performance of this link was essentially flawless. A set of programs was also written at CMU •
which distributes the data buffers to a number of separate analysis processes, some running on

different microVAXes. This system was used extensively during the running to allow

simultaneous running of analyzers which concentrated on different detectors or very different

levels of analysis. Q
Since our Birmingham collaborators could have only very limited presence at BNL, much

of the responsibility for the DAQ system fell to the CMU group. Along with routine debugging of

system failures, significant changes were made in the system to improve performance and Speed.

O

Q
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III.C.I1. On.line / Off.line Analysis Software

The IDA package was chosen to form the basis of the on-line/off-line code for analysis of

• the H particle experiments. IDA, or Interactive Data Analyzer, is a group of subroutine packages,

which CMU helped to develop, originally written for the NA36 experiment at CERN. The

structure of IDA has been discussed in previous progress reports. The packages were designed to

be easily adaptable to the needs of other experiments. Some improvements were made in the IDA
O

structure to make it easier to add and delete experiment-specific code called "analyzers". A

generalized, table driven, FASTBUS data unpacking routine was also developed.

IDA was set up to run on multiple microVAXes. Data buffers could be read from tapes

created by the data acquisition, from disks, or directly from the VME-based data acquisition system

• over an Ethernet link for parallel online analysis. Physicists from several institutions within the

collaboration developed packages for converting drift chamber information into coordinates,

determining particle tracks and time-of-flights, computing kinematics, etc. Three rnicroVAXes

running IDA were used on-line to monitor the experiment.
O

O

O

O

O

O
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IV. Hypernuclear Weak Decay Studies at the AGS

• IV.A. Introduction

A A hyperon t replaces a neutron in a nucleus to form a A hypernucleus. Since

the bound A has an additional quantum number which distinguishes it from the rest of' the

• nucleons in the hypernuclear system, it is not Pauli excluded from filled nucleon orbitals

and can penetrate deep inside the nucleus. The study of hypernuclei can advance our under-

standing of details of nuclear structure and provide insight into hyperon-nucleon interactions

which is inaccessible in unbound systems.

• Hypernuclei can be formed from the strangeness exchange reaction AX(K+, 7r+)_X. A

K- beam of momentum 750MeV/c was incident on 4He and 5He targets for Brookhaven

National Laboratory Experiment 788 at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotron facility. 1 An

overview of the most recent run of this experiment is provided in this chapter.

• A free A predominantly decays via the two mesonic decays, A --, ptr- (B.R. 64.1%)

and A _ n_r° (B.R. 35.7%) with a final state nuclec.n momentum of about 100MeV/c (the

branching ratio for A decay to leptons is less that 0.2% and will be neglected). When the A is

embedded in nuclei these mesonic decay modes, characterized by the decay widths F_- and

• F_o, are suppressed, especially in heavier nuclear cores, because of the relatively large nuclear
Fermi momentum of k/_ 270MeV/c. In other words, the decay nucleon from the A --, NTr

reaction, where N can be n or p, within a hypernucleus is Pauli blocked from occupying a

filled orbital and may not have enough kinetic energy to overcome the binding energy to

• escape the nuclear core. Also, when the A is embedded in a nucleus the A-hypernucleus
can decay via the nucleon-stimulated nonmesonic decay channels Ap -, np and An --, nn,

characterized by the decay widths Fp and Fr respectively. The large momentum of the decay

nucleon in stimulated decay of _ 405MEV vnakes this reaction easily identifiable.

There have been numerous theoretical models 2-s developed to calculate the decay rates.O
The measured ratio of neutron to proton stimulated decays F,/Fp for light hypernuclei is key

to understanding the isospin structure of the interaction and differs greatly from rr,_,del to

model. Unfortunately, even after a decade of experimental research, too little data exists on

the ratios F,,/Fp, mostly because of inadequate F_ measurements. 6 The present experimentalO
0 aT+0.10 and 0.87 =t=0.37, respectively.values TMfor this ratio for _He and ._He are .... 0.1s

For one pion exchange calculations the 3S1 _.,3 D1 parity conserving transition domi-

nates. Since the 3D1 state must have zero isospin, a two neutron final state is excluded and

• tA h (lambda) hyperon has a mass lllS.6MeV, lifetime 263ps, and quark content uds.

E

O



thus one would expect a neutron stimulated fraction P_/Pp << 1. This may be contrary

to Grace's measurement s'9 of F,_/Fp = 1._,'_31"12_0.81.Dubach a obtains an enhanced aS1 --°a Pl •
transition when he includes the exchange of K, K', and other heavy mesons. This increases

the rate of the neutron stimulated channel, but even with this enhancement his calculations

are still below the measured rates. It is also possible that initial P-wave AN states, not

piesent in the nuclear matter calculations, contribute to the neutron stimulated rates. •

It has been pointed out 6'1° that further measurements of light hypernuclear systems

will provide insight into the form of the effective Hamiltonian governing weak interactions

in the presence of hadronic fields. One goal is a fundamental understanding of the empirical

AI=_I rule in weak interactions which has been observed in AS = 1 mesonic decays. •
As of yet, there is no evidence for the existence of such a rule for AS = 1 baryon-baryon
interactions such as AN ----,nN.

IV.B. Previous Involvement in Hypernuclear Physics @

The Carnegie Mellon Medium Energy Physics research group began its investi-

gations into hypernuclear decay in 1952 ;,,;.th Brookhaven experiment E-759. The focus was

,_2Cdecay, the Ph.D. thesis research topic for t_:,chard Grace. 9
@

Inspired by a need for experimental data on light nuclei, experiment E-788 was pro-

posed and appro_red in October of 1983 for 150 hours of _He mtasurements and 400 hours of

A4He measurements. The _He measurement served as Ph.D. thesis topic for John Szyman-

ski. 11 Due to early tear-down of E-788 required to prepare for another experiment (E-773)

scheduled for the same beamline in May 1985, E-788 was abruptly postponed after running •

for only 100 hours.

_

IV.C. The 1990 Run of E-788

The E-788 measurements were completed in early 1990 when a second run at the

AGS was undertaken. The beamline at which the first phase of E-788 ran, LESB-I, had been

dedicated to a long-term project examining rare kaon decays (E-787). In order to permit the

continuation of the hypernuclear research program, the AGS moved the entire M_by Dick lb

spectrometer to another beamline, LESB-H. This transition took place in a four year period

between the first and second phase of E-788.

The second running period utilized a significantly expanded system of out-of-beam

detectors which were operationally different from the range spectrometer used in E-759 and •
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Figure IV.C.1 Plan view of the target area of the E-788 experiment illustrating the ,_He
• detector configuration. Only active areas of scintillation counters are shown. Also not shown are

the upstream and downstream spectrometers used for momentum analysis of the (K-, _'-) beam
particles.

the first phase of E-788.

The goals of the second phase of E-788 were to make credible measurements of the

partial and total rates for mesonic and non-mesonic decay, i.e., F,o, F,-, Fp, F_, and Ftot_l,

with emphasis upon the F_ measurement. The detector design was optimized to detect

neutrons and distinguish _r- from protons without the use of a magnetic field. Two largee
arrays of plastic scintillator located at either side of the target served both as neutron

detectors and as a range spectrometer. The detector layout for the _He is illustrated in

figure IV.C.1. The arrays were designed for compatibility for AGS experiments E-813 and

F_,-836. Each array has 50 elements (5 layers deep and 10 elements wide) and each element@
has dimensions of 2" × 6" × 72" and photomultiplier tubes attached at each ends. Because

neutron energy is identified by time of flight, the best timing resolution is desirable. T,_

efficiently utilize the large volume of these scintillator arrays for neutron detection, a 9-

element scintillator layer consisting of 3/8" × 8" × 72" overlapping elements constitute a@
charged particle veto. The timing and energy resolution of this veto layer is only fair and
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thus not sufficient for making a charged particle time-of-flight measurements. A moderate

resolution 10 element array consisting of elements with dimensions 1.5cm × l lcm x 150cre •

was used on each side. The detectors were salvaged from a .Japanese experiment and are

referred to as the KEK layer (LK and RK for the left and right array).

Arrays of five plastic scintillators on either side of the target, SL and SR, were used to

measure the stop-time for the hypernuclear lifetime measurement and also provide a start- •

time for charged particle time-of-flight measurements. Each array consists of 5 Pilot U type
1 "

scintillators with dimension _ x4.5cm x 20cm. The start-time for the hypernuclear decay

was directly measured by the high quality in-beam scintillators ST which have a timing

resolution of cr - SOps. •

The major background of in-time neutrons is due to zr- interactions with non-target

material resulting in an emitted neutron. For the ]He experiment this does not pose much

of a problem since the solid 6Li target was enclosed within a system of veto scintillators. The

solution was not as obvious for the cryogenic 4He target. Two steps were taken to reduce •

the _r- background:

• A low density PVC foam*material was used instead of aluminum to provide structural

support for the target vessel in crucial areas which coincided with acceptance of the
out-of-beam detectors. •

• An internal cylindrical scintillator system was placed inside the cryogenic vessel used

1,, thickto tag charged particles emitted from the target. The scintillator used was

and coupled to the exterior by a light guide gasket. This gasket was then coupled to •

6 photomultiplier tubes via light guides.

In conjunction with the internal scintillators, a system of target-external scintillators was

added to redundantly provide full charged particle coverage.
@

IV.D. Data Analysis of E-788

The task of software development for this project has been predominately carried

out by graduate Student Michael Athanas. Much of the analysis code has been adapted from •

analysis software libraries developed at CMU and the University of Birmingham for CERN

experiment NA36. The in-beam tracking code was developed by the BNL Medium Energy

Group.

Some effort was spent in optimizing the performance of the code since it was imperative •

that en increased proc¢: sing speed was achieved to analyze the large amount of data in. a



reasonable amount of time. Our research group's recent purchase of two VAXstation 3100

• computers further enhanced our total processing power. We achieved a final processing rate
of about 50 events per second.

IV.D.1. Data Reduction

• The _He portion of the experiment has undergone the first phase of data re-

duction. 120 9-track data tapes (about 2 x 10r events) were analyzed. The somewhat

conservative 17"1 data reduction factor is based upon cuts made on an effective y_ of the

fit to the in-beam track. The quality of the cut was monitored by pre-selecting (K-, rr-)

• events with consistent excitation energy of the hypernuclear ground state with a coincident

charged track in the out-of-beam detector arrays. A cut of this type did not have any effect

upon the pre-selected data set. The reduced data sample was then divided according to the

trigger type to enable efficient future processing for calibration purposes.
@

IV.D.2. Detector Calibration

There are a total of 324 photomultiplier tubes (PMT) used in E-788 which must

be calibrated in both light measurement (energy) and in time. The design of the neutron

detector array enabled it to be placed horizontally for cosmic ray calibration. Cosmic events

are tracked through the detector by utilizing TDC differences to get position information.

To calibrate the the ADC's we assume a linear relation between the raw ADC value and

the actual energy deposited; E = c_• ADC +/_. The offset/3 was measured during the ex-
@

periment and loaded into into the FASTBUS acquisition system which utilizes a pedestal

subtraction system. It is assumed that a cosmic event is minimum ionizing and deposits

an energy of 2MeV/cm. Light attenuation effects in the scintillator material is eliminated

to first order by utilizing the geometric mean of the ADC's from each PMT of the detector

• element. An example distribution of the geometric mean for a neutron detector element is

shown in figure IV.D.2.1. Target scintillation detectors were fixed in place which prohibited

a cosmic ray calibration. Instead, _r-p elastic scattering events were used since the outgoing

pion had a high and predictable momentum. An example distribution of the geometric mean

• for a SL detector element is shown in figure IV.D.2.2.

The first approximation to TDC _ time calibration is accomplished by utilizing the

sub-nanosecond-pulse nitrogen laser system which was distributed to every scintillator ele-

ment by approximately equal length optical fibers. We assumed the relation between time
@

and the raw TDC value was linear; time = "y• TDC + 6. The laser calibration determines
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Figure IV.D.2.2 The geometric mean, _/ADC= x ADCb in SL element 2 for the process 7rp -- _-p
where the _r is observed in target detector SL and continues to penetrate completely through all
layers of the neutron detector axray. The peak position of these distributions are used for energy •
calibration.

To find a valid out-of-beam track, we first consider all permutations of goodhits between

the SL (SR) and LK (RK) layers. A good hit is one which satisfies the following:
O

• Both PMT signals are above threshold and trigger the TDC digitization.

• The hit position is within the scintillator's dimension to within the position resolution

of the detector. The TDC difference is used to determine the position of the hit along
the scintillator. @

• The calibrated energy for the detector hit is above a selected value.

We next remove ambiguities for hits in the out-of-beam chambers by including the hit into our •
trajectory calculation which yields the best linear fit. Using only the information gathered

so far, a rough guess is made for the trajectory by making a least squares fit. Now that

we have a clue as to the direction of the particle's trajectory we can evaluate whether other

out-of-beam hits should be included in a more refined trajectory calculation. We examine @

@
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ali other good hits and require the hit under consideration to be within a selected tolerance

which is proportional to the detector dimensions. A linear least squares fit is then made
O

along with various other calculations to aid particle identification such as _a time-of-flight.

range, and dE/dx for the second to last layer. Once all SL-LK (SR-RK) combinations are

exhausted, the tracks are sorted according to their normalized _2 and stored into the data

base (SYNOP) for further analysis. A flow chart illustrating the charged tracking algorithm,

QTRACK, is given in figure IV.D.3.1. Q

To make a time-of-flight measurement of neutral decay products we need the time

difference between the hypernuclear decay and hit in the neutron detector array. We use the

ST time measurement along with time-to-vertex corrections to determine the hypernuclear
formation time. The ST counter is used as the time reference for all other detector elements in Q

the experiment. The vertex of the (K-, rr- ) reaction is determined from the closest approach

of the up-stream spectrometer track with the down-stream spectrometer track. There is a

fairly large uncertainty associated with the vertex position for the _He experiment since we

were interested in (I{-, rr-) scattering angles close to zero degrees. Analysis of the upstream •

spectrometer track also gives the momentum of the K-, and thus its velocity. The time

at the vertex can now be determined by to = 4x"_'r"x-Xsr[. We search for good hits and/or•, t,,g

clusters of good hits in the neutron detector arrays. A cluster is defined as a number of hits

ali within some acceptable distance from each other. Once a cluster is found the LV (RV) •

and LI((RK) are checked for hits which would be consistent with hits with the cluster. If

there are aUigned hits between the cluster and these first layers of the out-of-beam array

then the track is classified as a charged track which failed to trigger an SL (SR). A least

squares fit is made to the valid neutral cluster. The time-of-flight is determined from the •

element in the cluster closest to the vertex and earliest in time. Once all clusters are found.

the tracks are then stored into the SYNOP data base. A flow chart illustrating the neutral

tracking algorithm, NTRACK, is given in figure IV.D.3.2.
O

IV.D.4. Charged Particle Identification

A scintillator's electromagnetic response to transversing charge particle ioniza-

tion depends upon the incident particle's mass(m) and velocity (v), E = f(v,m,,, ) where
O

E represents the total energy deposited in a particular detector element. In this experiment,

the energy deposition for en incident particle velocity with mass m is characterized by a

predictable scintillator response which is used to distinguish between pions or protons. Care

must be taken since nuclear interactions can take place with a less predictable behavior. This
Q

is predominately only important for particles which come to rest in the scintillator material,

O
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Figure IV.D.3.2 Neutral particle trazking algorithm in the out-of-beam detector arrays. A

neutraltriggerisdefinedas a hitor a duster ofhitsin the neutron detectorarray in coincidencewith

an absence of hitsin the neutron veto arrays,LV and RV, forleftand rightsidehits,respectively.
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permitting nuclear capture. Since r-'s are vulnerable to nuclear capture as they come to

rest their energy deposition into the scintillator is unpredictable. Particle identification can

best be achieved by examining the response of the second to last hit detector element in •

a decay product's trajectory. Particle velocity is measured with a combination of time-of-

flight and tracking measurements. Time-of-flight is measured between the SL/SR detectors

and the first layer of detectors in the out-of-beam detector array, LK/RK. An example of

this particle identification technique is illustrated in figure IV.D.4.1 for trajectories which •

stopped in the second layer of the out-of-beam detector array. Figure IV.D.4.2 provides a

comparison to Monte Carlo for a similar event sample. Since the pions and protons in these

figures are selected to have similar range, they tend to have differing velocity and energy loss.

Thus the two types of particles appear in separate groups in these figures, allowing particle •

identification. This separation becomes more distinct for particles which stop deeper in the
detector stack.
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Figure IV.D.4.1 Energy deposition in detector LK is plotted as a function of the uncalibrated

velocity, _, as measured from time-of-flight between SL a_d LH. 0nly particles which stopped in
the LV detector are included. The separstion of protons from pions can be seen.
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• 120MEV).
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V. Relativistic Proton-Nucleus and Heavy Ion-Nucleus Collisions at the SPS

O
V.A. Relativistic Heavy Ion Physics

Interest in relativistic heavy ion collisions, spurred by the fixed-target programs presently

underway at CERN and BNL, is focused primarily on the search for a new state of hach-onic matter

called the quark-gluon plasma (QGP). In theoretical models of QGP, individual quarks can moveO
about freely within the plasma rather than being confined within colorless mesons and baryons as

in ordinary hadronic matter. Further, the strength of the quark-quark interactions is reduced

because the quarks experience a "continual" state of asymptotic freedom due to the close proximity

of other quarks; the high density of quarks and gluons effectively screens the color of any
O

individual particle. The properties of the QGP and of the phase boundary between it and ordinary

hadronic matter may provide new insight into non-perturbative QCD and unexplored bulk

properties of quark matter.

• QCD predicts the phase transition from ordinary hadronic matter to the QGP under
conditions of extreme temperature and/or pressure. It is hoped that energy densities sufficient to

produce this transition may be reached in 32S-nucleus collisions at CERN. There, the Super

Proton Synchrotron (SPS) is used to accelerate 32S ions up to energies of 200 GeV per nucleon for

a beam energy of 6.4 TeV. In the event that the phase transition to QGP is not achieved at SPS
O

energies, the (fixed target) heavy ion program at CERN still provides necessary ground work for

continuing the search at the much highr.r center of mass energies of the RHIC collider under
construction at BNL.

A number of experiments have been initiated at CERN with the intention of investigating
O

possible signatures of QGP production. Experimental and theoretical uncertainties make clear

differentiation between QGP production and simple thermalization of hot hadronic matter difficult

to achieve. As a result, the proof may rely upon the correlation of observations of distinct

indicators in several different experiments. A variety of signatures have been proposedl, and it
O

appears likely that several different experimental approaches will be needed to make progress in

this field. Below we discuss strange particle production as a signature of QGP.

V.B. Strangeness Production Experiment (NA36)

• V.B.1. Overview

The formation of QGP is expected to be accompanied by abundant gluon excitations,

leading to near saturation of available q and _ states, even for the relatively heavy strange quarks.

A proposed indicator of a plasma state would be the observation of surviving strangeness (and
O

anti-strangeness) in particles resulting from the hadronization of the plaswa 2. In relativistic heavy
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ion collisions, observation of a significant strangeness enhancement over the amount explainable

by ordinary hadron interactions could therefore signify the formation of QGP.

In view of the theoretical motivation behind the strangeness QGP signature, central- Q

rapidity strange particle production is the main factor to be investigated in experiment NA36. In

particular, correlations between strange particle production and global event properties will be

investigated. These event properties, such as the total energy of particles near beam rapidity (the

so-called zero degree energy or E0), monitor the severity of the collision. Other experimental I

observables, such as particle transverse momentum distributions, may be used to estimate a model-

dependent "temperature" for the hot hadronic fireball formed in these collisions.

The heart of this experiment is the 1.0m x 0.5m x 0.5m Time Projection Chamber (TPC)

used to image a significant fraction of the charged tracks resulting from the collision. The TPC is a I

large box of gas in which ionization from passing particles is drifted in an electric field onto a two-

dimensional (two-coordinate) array of sense wires and readout electronics. Measurement of the

drift time of the ionization yields the third coordinate of each "cell" of information. Strange particle

candidates are identified topologically by the presence of V's (from A and K° decays) or kinks •

(from ,E and E decays) reconstructed in the TPC. Kinematic reconstruction to identify particles is

possible since the particle momenta are analyzed by a strong magnetic field existing throughout and

beyond the TPC volume. This large-volume field of 2.7 T is provided by the M1 superconducting

magnet, formerly used for the European Hybrid Spectrometer (EHS) which previously occupied Q

the NA36 site. These components and the other major detectors involved in the experiment are

shown schematically in Figure V.B. 1.

Large detectors from the EHS now in use in NA36 include conventional tracking

chambers, two electromagnetic calorimeters and two hadronic calorimeters which measure energy •

flow and rapidity distributions. Additionally, a lax'ge gas Cerenkov detector identifies fragments

from the beam projectile.

V.B.2. History and Status of the Experiment @

The most critical components of the experiment, the TPC and its associated electronics, had

to be designed and built explicitly for the use of NA36. Unfortunately, since they are both very

complex and had to be prepared on a very short schedule, it proved to be impossible to obtain

satisfactory performance from the system in time for the 160-beam running period in December of •

1986. Following this disappointment, a reassessment of the TPC and its readout electronics was

made by the collaboration. The conclusion reached was that a new electronic readout chain was

required in view of the production difficulties and poor performance of the high density hybrid

readout system used irt the 1986 running. •



A great deal of effort was expended by the collaboration to develop a new TPC readout

system in time for the 1987 test beams and ion running. The new system of 6400 independent

• readout channels was installed and tested by the end of July '87. The readout chain consists of

chamber-mounted preamplifier cards which _trive differential analog signals from the TPC to the

electronics hut. In the hut, rack mounted comparato,- boards filter and discriminate the analog

signal, sending the discriminated output to LeCroy 1879 pipeline TDCs for time digitization.

• In parallel with the TPC effort during this time, several modifications to the experiment,

based on experience from the previous year's ion run, were underway. The Forward Gamma

Detector (FGD) was re-configured to provide unobstructed passage of the projectile fragments.

This allows a cleaner measure of zero degree energy flow by the Forward Neutral Calorimeter

Q (FNC) which is important for triggering and tagging purposes. In addition to modifications of the

calorimetry, the voltage distribution of the downstream tracking chambers was modified to allow

the central region of the chambers to operate at a lower gain. This was in response to a loading

problem caused by large amounts of ionization produced in this region by the non-interacting

• beam. Modifications in the data acquisition system improving the data throughput to tape also

continued during this time.

Following a month of test beam in August '87, the TPC and associated electronics as well

as the rest of the experimental apparatus was ready for the ion dam-taking scheduled to begin at the

• end of September '87. Despite beam scheduling conflicts and accelerator problems, NA36 was

able to collect some 106 events in the short time allotted. Although the sensitivity of the TPC

readout electronics had been improved by an order of magnitude relative to the hybrid readout

electronics used in 1986, the TPC hit efficiency for the 1987 ion data was disappointingly low

• (=40%). This further complicated the already challenging character of the data analysis for this

experiment. Despite these problems, a measurement of A production in S+A collisions has been

successfully completed at CMU based on the 1987 ion data and will be summarized below.

Since the 1987 ion run, steps were taken to improve the TPC hit efficiency in preparation

Q for the second Sulfur ion run of the CERN program which took piace in August, 1990. This run

marked the completion of the scheduled NA36 experimental program, following which, the

experiment was dismantled and removed from the experimental floor. The performance of the

TPC during the 1990 ion run was greatly improved over it's performance during the 1987 run.

Q Additionally, improvements made in the data acquisition system substantially increased the rate at

which data could be written to tape. Consequently, the 1990 ion run was very successful,

accumulating a large body of high quality data. The 1990 data differs also in that it focussed

principally on a single target, lead, while the 1987 data surveyed several targets. The two sets of

• data will therefore yield largely complementary physics results. The analysis of the 1990 data is



currently underway at several collaborating institutions. This is a significant task, requiring

sophisticated pattern recognition on a large body of very complex events. The analysis of the

newer data is expected _otake much of the next year. •

V.B.3. Data Analysis

Data Analysis has been actively underway at several institutions. The greatest effort in the

analysis has been devoted to the TPC. As the TPC is a new and complicated detector, much study •

was needed to achieve the thorough understanding necessary for a meaningful analysis of its track

information. This includes, for example, studies of single hit efficiency and charge transport.

Significant charge transport corrections to the assumed path of the drifting ionization are required

due to the inhomogeneous magnetic field of the M 1 magnet. This is a first for TPCs; all previous O/

TPCs have essentially eliminated these corrections by operating in a very homogeneous magnetic
field.

Equally important as a thorough understanding of the TPC itself is the problem of track

reconstruction in the very high multiplicity environment of relativistic ion collisions. The Oi

challenges faced in this area are extraordinary, especially given the low TPC hit efficiency for the

1987 ion data. For the 1990 data, the improved TPC hit efficiency reduces the difficulty of track

reconstruction to some extent. Nonetheless, for either data set, the event analysis is exceptionally

CPU intensive. In light of this, the computation burden of the NA36 analysis has been spread O_

among most of the collaborating institutions.

V.B.4. Analysis at CMU

Following the completion of the 32S ion running in October 1987, a program of analysis OI
was established at CMU as part of a coordinr,_,t effort by the collaboration. The analysis at CMU

began with a detailed study of the TPC space point reconstruction, by Guy E. Diebold, a CMU

graduate student doing his Ph. D. thesis work on experiment NA36. Beyond space point

reconstruction, Guy has investigated a number of problems including pattern recognition, charged- O_
and neutral- decay reconstruction, particle identification, background contamination and

subtraction, TPC simulation and Monte Carlo acceptance corrections. He has also brought ali

these facets together to produce the first final results on A production cross sections from the

NA36 data. 0'
In the summer of 1989, the CMU Medium Energy Group obtained a sizeable computing

grant to use the Cray YMP at the Pittsburgh Supcrcompun'ng Center (PSC) for NA36 ,::ata

analysis. Shortly thereafter, the NA36 analysis program was successfully installed and running on

the PSC C_y. With the computing power and data handling resources of the PSC, the CMU •
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_oup has had the tools at hand to make a significant contribution to the NA36 analysis effort. In

• particular, during the past year, the analysis of the 1987 ion data has shifted solely to CMU while
other collaborating institutes have focussed their efforts on the adaptation of the NA36 analysis

programs for the 1990 ion data.

The A production analysis from the 1987 ion data was completed at CMU culminating in

the completion of a Ph.D. thesis by Guy E. Diebold. Guy's thesis encompassed a survey study ofO
A production at central rapidity in S+A collisions. A production was measured as a function of

rapidity, transverse momentum and zero degree energy (collision centrality) for three different

targets: Cu, Ag and Pb. The measured A yields are shown in Figure V.B.2. The kinematic

acceptance of these A measurements is 2.0 < y < 4.0 and PT > 0.5 GeV/c. This spans a range ofO
(Y, PT) relatively unexplored by previous measurements of A production. Figure V.B.3 compares

the A kinematic acceptance of the NA36 measurement with WA853 and NA354, 5, which have

reported measurements of A production in S+A and O+A collisions. Additionally, as WA85 and

NA35 have limited their studies of A production to one target species, NA36 is the only experiment

at CERN ener_es to explore the target mass dependence of A production in S+A collisions.

A paper, based on the analysis of the 1987 data, is in preparation at CMU for collaboration

review.
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Fig. V.B.2 Acceptance corrected A yields measured in the kinematic range 2.0 < y < 4.0 and

PT > 0.5 GeV/c. Left: S + Cu --->A + X. Center: S + Ag ---->A+ X. Right: S + Pb --->A + X.

Top: dn/dy/Nev versus y (CENTRAL trigger). Middle: dn/dpT/PT/Nev versus _]pT 2 + MA 2 - MA
(CENTRAL trigger). Bottom: dn/dNev versus Zero Degree Energy.
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Fig. V.B.3 Comparison of A kinematic acceptance (y, PT) of experiments NA35, NA36 and
WA85. The dashed acceptance area for NA35 represents the effective kinematic range spanned by

their S + S _ A + X measurement due to target- projectile symmetry (about central rapidity).
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VI. Hyperon-Antihyperon Production Studies at LEAR

Q VI.A. _p-->VY Physics

The CMU group is part of the CERN collaboration, PS 185, which studies hyperon-
mm

antihyperon (AA, A_ + Z;A, Y_X)production at LEAR through the reaction _p-->YY. The total

cross sections, differential cross sections, f'mal state polarizations, and spin correlation coefficients
O

are studied near threshold where the number of partial waves contributing to the production

mechanism is limited, simplifying calculations. In addition, from the spin correlation coefficients,

Cij, it is possible to extract the singlet fraction, the probability that the two hyperons are produced

with their spins coupled to zero, as S=(l+Cxx-Cyy+Czz)/4 (where Cij is a measure of the

• probability that one of the produced particles will have a positive spin component in direction i_i if

the second particle has a positive spin component in direction Tj). We have also extracted the

decay asymmetry parameters of the A and _, as a test of a possible technique for investigating CP

violation in a system other than the neutral kaons.

• Fueled by the general influx of new NN annihilation data from LEAR, microscopic models

have been proposed to describe annihilation into nonmesonic two-hyperon final states and into

both two- and three-meson final states, in both strange and non-strange channels. Although rather

different in their dependence on spin, isospin, and energy, these models are generally successful in

• parameterizing the gross features of the available data. Generally, antihyperon-hyperon production

calculations have concentrated initially on the _A. final-state channel. The main difference between

the _.A final state and one such as _,E or _,_ is in the allowed spin-isospin of the channel. The

differences in the cross section behavior and polarizations in I---0and I= 1 particle production can be

Q determined by our experimental program, thus giving further input to the calculations which

attempt to model these processes.

Several models for the pp-">_*A process have been suggested. This reaction might be

viewed as a t-channel exchange of a K, K* K**, or meson (Fig.VI.A.l.a). Meson exchange

• calculations of the total (_to_) and differential cross section (dc_/d.Q)and of the final state hyperon

polarization (P) for this reaction have been made by several groups 1"9, stimulated by our data.

However, the momentum transfer, even at threshold, is approximately 3 fm -1 which may be

beyond the range of validity for this type of approach. Nevertheless, the groups obtain predictions

• for _to_, da/d.Q, polarization, and spin correlation effects near threshold which can be compared
with our data.

Alternatively, one may view XA production as the annihilation of a u_ quark pair and the

creation of an s_"quark pair (Fig. VI.A.I.b). A perturbative QCD calculation would not seem to be

• valid at these low energies, yet some dynamics of strange-quark production may be learned in this

framework as pointed out in the one-gluon exchange calculation of Kohno and Weise s.

O
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Fig. VI.A. 1 The reaction _p---_AA as viewed through a t-channel meson exchange (a) and through

a quark flow diagram (b). •

Recently, several groups have focussed on the use of coupled-channels calculations for p_

annihilation 10-12.Because the annihilation interactions are so strong, it is difficult to justify the use •

of perturbative calculations which consider only the direct transition from initial to final state.

Coupled-channel calculations include possible intermediate states and ali possible pathways among

these. Consistent inclusion of other channels should also eliminate the need for ad hoc initial and

final state interactions. The experimental study of rx'Y systems heavier than AA systematically adds 6

more coupled channels to the interactions as successive thresholds are crossed. Thus, the on-going

study of E-+E+,E-'-E-, _ E, Z, A and Z_E 0 reactions near threshold promises to provide useful

input to coupled-channels calculations.

An intriguing question is that of the outgoing hyperon and antihyperon polarization. It is •

well known that at high energies, hyperons produced in hadronic collisions emerge polarized.

Parity requires that this polarization be perpendicular to the reaction plane of the production. We

explore this phenomenon near threshold by using the self-analyzing feature of the weak A and .&

decays (A--->p_x-,n_'°). In the frame of the hyperon, the outgoing nucleon is preferentially emitted •

along the A-spin direction yielding the intensity distribution, I(0p)-I +ou_cos(0p) for a sample

with polarization P. The angle 0p is measured between the normal to the reaction plane and the

nucleon momentum direction in the A rest flame, ct is the weak asymmetry parameter, which is

measured to be 0.63 for the A hyperon. This self-analyzing feature makes possible the •

O
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measurementofA polarizationandAA spincorrelationswithouttheneedtoperformacomplicated

rescattering experiment. In the additive quark model, the s-quark carries the spin of the A (the uO
and d quarks couple to spin zero by the Pauli principle and have a total isospin of zero) making the

_p--_AA reaction a particularly simple case with which to study spin effects in sg pair creation.

An important phenomenon of weak decay, for which YY production provides a unique

experimental opportunity, is CP violation. This is a subject which has been the focus of even
O

greater attention recently due to new experimental results. The first evidence that CP invariance

was violated in K° decay was found in 1964 by Christenson et al. 13.The magnitude of this effect

has since been studied extensively in the K0K "0system and until recently all observed phenomena

could be described in terms of a single parameter, e= 2.x 10-3. A second parameter, e', is related
O

to direct CP violation in the decay process (as opposed to the mixing of different CP eigenstates).

Recent data from experiment NA31 at CERN 14 indicates that e' may have a non-zero value.

However, more recent data from Fermilab refutes this claim 15. The substantial theoretical effort

devoted to the interpretation of the phenomena of CP violation has led to a number of different

• models which can not be distinguished with the present data. In order to obtain more information

about the origin of the CP violating mechanism, it is desirable to search for signals of CP violation

in systems other than K0K -0. Several authors 16,17have emphasized asymmetry measurements in

the AS= 1 hyperon/antihyperon non-leptonic decays, particularly in the _,A system. The hyperon

• decays occurring in the _p--_TkA--_+prt - reaction offer a promising possibility to measure the

CP violating parameter, A. This parameter, the fractional difference in the weak asymmetry

parameters, A=(0_A+0_')/(0_A--0_), is directly accessible from the observation of the direction of

the decay products, with a statistical accuracy determined by the number of analyzed _ events.

• An advantage of this reaction is that, owing to the simultaneous measurement of the A and _,

systematic errors are reduced. In particular, the initial polarizations are exactly equal for the particle

and anti-particle.

• VI.B. The PS185 Apparatus

From the experimental point of view, reactions such as _p--_AA measured near threshold

energies have several particularly attractive characteristics. The 7kApair recoils downstream within

a relatively narrow kinematically constrained cone. The mean distance before decay into nucleon-

• pion pairs (c_yl:) is approximately 7 to 10 cm. In 41.2% of the events both decays produce

charged particles (p_ and _n+). Because most of the momentum is carried downstream by the

proton and antiproton these particles are limited to a small laboratory angle with respect to the

incoming ff beam. Because of these constraints, full 4n center-of-mass acceptance for these

• charged decays can be realized by placing track-measuring detectors downstream of the target to

record the distinctive two-vertex signature of the 7kA decay. Using only the geometry of the tracks,

O
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these events can be entirely reconstructed since ali vertices have simple two-body kinematics. A

momentum-analyzing magaaetic field is not required.

A plan view of the detector used in the fall run of 1989 and the summer run of 1990 is •

shown in Fig. VI.B. 1. The trajectories of individual incoming anti-protons are determined by four

planes of silicon-strip detectors. These allow the event-by-event determination of beam-particle

positions to less than 250 microns and angles to less than 20 mr. This information is used for beam

steering and monitoring. More importantly, the event-by-event information will reduce the number •

of free parameters in kinematic reconstruction of events. This makes possible the reconstruction of

events such as A-scattering and AZ-production which would not otherwise be strongly

constrained. These additional constraints should greatly reduce the likelihood of misidentification

of background events as signal. •

An antiproton impinges on a target made of 5 cells (4 of CH 2 and 1 of pure carbon for

background determination). Three transmission scintillators and an anti-coincidence ring, (SO,

S1A, SIB, and $21) are used to define the antiproton beam. Each individual target cell is
Osurrounded by a cylindrical veto scintillator ($2) and by two beam scintillators (S3's). These are

used to trigger on events of interest, for which the final state is neutral. The 'neutral target' part of

the trigger is satisfied if there is a cell whose upstream $3 f'tred, indicating a beam particle reaching

the cell, but whose other scintillators show no charged particles leaving it.

Two 22-element, 4 mm thick, plastic scintillation hodoscopes are positioned downstream •

of the target. The position of these hodoscopes relative to the target is chosen such that, for AA

decays, the proton and antiproton are kinematicaUy constrained to pass through the detectors. The

decay pions may or may not enter the hodoscopes. A signal of one or more hits per hodoscope

plane is then used in coincidence with the 'neutral target' event tag to identify the characteristic •

'charge-neutral-charge' signature of a candidate event. That is, the electronics is triggered if a

charged particle enters a target cell, no charged particles leave that cell, but at least one charged

particle passes through the hodoscope.
O
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Two wire chamber stacks are positioned downstream of the target to measure the tracks of

the decay particles. The first is a stack of 10 MWPC planes with 160 wires per plane, spaced at

1/20". These wires read out in the U and V directions, at 45 ° to the horizontal and vertical. This •

stack is being rebuilt for the next run as the original stack was suffering from extensive aging

which reduced its performance. The second stack (DC13) consists of 7 X planes and 6 Y planes.

Combining the projections in these two coordinate systems resolves the ambiguities which

otherwise exist in the combining of the two 2-D projections of a set of 3-D tracks. •

Those decay products which pass through the hodoscope enter a = 0.1 T magnetic field in a

vertical solenoid magnet,which bends the charged particles left or right according to their charge_

Three additional X-measuring drift chambers inside the solenoid detect the sense of deflection of

the particles. This is not designed for momentum determination, but only to distinguish the baryon •

number (+1) of the two identified vertices through measurement of the sign of the charge of the

decay particles. For each V, kinematic reconstruction indicates which track is the (anti-)baryon and

which is the meson. Identifying the sign of any one of these is then sufficient to distinguish the A

from the A. In order to reduce the rate of false triggers, the magnet was rebuilt before the spring •

1989 run to present less material for anti-neutron annihilations. This should help us to make use of

the ever-increasing beam intensities available at LEAR.

Three concentric streamer tube barrels were added to the set-up in 1986 for the _(2230)

resonance search (described in previous progress reports). Two additional layers of streamer tubes •

were added for the spring run of 1990 to improve the determination of particle tracks in the

streamer tubes. The additional layers were placed outside of the innermost of the original streamer

tube layers and were the same dimensions as the inner layer. The streamer tube barrels were in

place during the running periods to allow data on the KsKs and KsK* final states to be taken in •
parallel.

For the 1989 fall run and the 1990 spring run, an electromagnetic calorimeter consisting of

240 lead/scintillating fiber sandwich blocks arranged in five concentric rings and three layers of

scintillator just upstream of the blocks,each with 24 elements, were placed downstream of the •
magnet. The blocks tagged and provided kinematic information for y.0 production events by

detecting the _,from the decay of the _;0 or y.0. The geometry of the scintillator layers allowed a

position determination for charged particles which reached the blocks and thus vetoed charged

particles striking the blocks which might otherwise have been attributed to y events. The •

calorimeter has now been moved to the JETSET experiment at LEAR and is no longer part of
PS185.

For the upcoming run, an additional detector may be added to the apparatus. An Induction

Drift Chamber 0DC) has been constructed and tested by part of the collaboration. It is intended that •
the IDC replace the function of the silicon strips and provide vertex information which would be

O
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useful for the planned measurement of the Z+Z+,Z-Z - channels and would piace less detector
mass in the beam.

Q
With the increasing number of channels of electronic readout required for these detectors,

Fastbus modules have proven to be an economical and reliable solution. The beam-defining

microstrips, veto scintillators and the calorimeter blocks were all read out in Fastbus ADC's. In

addition, the readout of the drift chambers is now done with Fastbus TDC's.
Q

The CMU group's involvement in this experiment has remained strong, with four members

of the group going to CERN for the preparation and acquisition phases of the most recent run.

CMU continues to be responsible for the proportional chamber readout electronics, data acquisition

computer, tape drives, computer interface, and on-line acquisition and monitoring software. In

• addition, group members were involved in many aspects of the overall experiment such as trigger

timing, readout optimization and run control. They also assisted in the implementation of the new

detectors, providing decoding and diagnostic routines as well as some electronics for the microstrip

detectors. Also, the first complete analysis of PS 185 data was done at CMU and has served as a

• template for all subsequent analysis at other institutions.

VI.C. PS185 History and Summary

Five journal papers have been published so far on the results from this experiment. The

• data reported in the first 18 were obtained with incident _ momenta of 1476.5 and 1507.5 MeV/c

(corresponding to "4s = 14.6 and 25.5 MeV/c 2 above the AA threshold). Total and differential

cross sections as well as final state polarization distributions were determined and compared with

theory. This paper represented the results of the thesis work of Chris Maher as a CMU graduate

Q student. The second paper 19reported the results obtained as a result of the feasibility study on the

measurement of CP violation in the weak decays of the A, and A. Even from this preliminary

investigation, with data not acquired specifically for CP studies, it was possible to set a limit

significantly below that of the best previous measurement. At the incident ff momentum of 1546

Q MeV/c, 4063 _,A decays were re-constructed with a resulting determination of the decay

asymmetry ratio, A, as -.07 + 0.09. This present accuracy on the determination of A is not

sufficient to observe CP violation in the hyperon decay at the level predicted by conventional

models. Much more data would be required to improve the statistical accuracy to the necessary

• level. In addition, a thorough study of the expected sources of systematic errors will be required

before any major effort at performing a high-statistics CP test is undertaken.

In the summer of 1985, three new momenta were selected: 1546.2 MeV/c (1.6x1010 _ on

target), 1445.3 MeV/c (1.4xl010_'s on target), and 1436.9 MeV/c (5.7x10 x0_s on target). The

Q highest momentum was selected in order to get high statistics of 7LA-polarization, spin correlations,

and the singlet fraction (and was used in the CP study). The. lower momenta were chosen to

Q
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investigate the cross section behavior and AA-polarization very close to threshold. Part of the time

a degrader was used which, together with the modular structure of the sandwich target allowed us

to scan over the A.A threshold (1435 MeV/c) in steps of 0.8 MeV/c. The data from the two •
momenta close to threshold were reported in the third paper 20 on the PS 185 experiment.

In August 1986, 1.5×1011 _'s were collected during the search for the _(2230), described in

previous progress reports. This 12 day run was a scan over 18 different momenta centered around

the mass of the _(2230). Since half of these momenta are above the 7kA threshold, the total amount Q
of _,A data very near threshold has also been greatly improved. The PS 185 measurements of

differential cross section and hyperon polarization for _'p-.-->AAat a number of energies are shown

in Figure VI.C. 1. This data spans a wide kinematic range of hyperon kinetic energy in the center of

mass. A paper is in preparation regarding this data. •
A new hyperon-antihyperon channel opens at an incident _ momentum of 1653 MeV/c,

_'p_..>(_0 + EOA). In this reaction, the _;0 is not directly observed as it decays to a A and a photon

via an electromagnetic decay with a mean life of 5.8×10 -.20sec. Therefore, in the experiment only a

AA pair is seen through their charged decay modes. The kinematics of the reaction distinguish it O
from a normal 2-body _p--->_,.Aproduction although there exist some particular ambiguous cases.

The data for a test data run done at 1695 MeV/c has been published 21 and appears similar to the .7kA

data at an equivalent energy above threshold. _.A data taken at the same time provided a high

statistics sample at 1695 MeV/c (11362 events) which was then used with the previous 1546
O

MeV/c run to study the spin correlation coefficients and derive a singlet fraction. These results have

been recently published 22. The spin correlations obtained are shown in Figure VI.C.2. The

resulting singlet fraction is consistent with zero which indicates that the 7tA are produced in a pure

triplet spin state. This data also allows a better determination of the decay asymmetry ratio, which

when combined with the earlier result at 1546 MeV/c yields A = - 0.024_+0.057. •

A run in early 1988 provided test data for several of the measurements which were carried

out in 1989 and 1990 and provided A.A data near the E'_," threshold which can be used to look for

coupling of the E'E- to _,A, manifest by a change in _k production cross section because of the

opening up of the E'E- channel. •

The first half of the May '89 data taking period, which focussed on A (and A.) scattering,

was run at a beam momentum of 1645 MeV/c. This momentum is below the EX/'A I; threshold

which eliminated such events as a possible source of false scattering events. The second half of the
Om

period was run at higher momenta in our fu-'st attempt to make measurements of charged E E

production. Two beam momenta were used for this measurement, one well above the charged

production thresholds, where the production cross sections are expected to be large, and one

slightly below the threshold, to test sensitivity to background processes. Analysis of this data is in
O

progress, but results indicate that a useful trigger can be designed to select the desired events.

O
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The fall 1989 and spring 1990 runs examined the reaction _'p_.)(_;0 + _0A)" For the fall

• run, three momenta were selected: 1729 MeV/c, 1665 Mev/c and 1657 Mev/c. For the spring 1990
run, with the entire electromagnetic calorimeter in place, further data was taken at the 1657 Mev/c

setting and two additional momenta were selected: 1775 MeV/c and 1662 MeV/c. The data from

these momenta give a thorough coverage of the AY_reaction around the threshold momentum of

1653 MeV/c (the modular structure of the sandwich target provides a scan of the thresholdO
momentum region) and also provide higher statistics data from the two momenta well above
threshold.

The next run, in the fall of 1991, may be the last run for PS185. It will focus on the

measurement of the charged Z2; channels. PS 185 continues to be an active experiment completingQ
a systematic study of the AA channel as well as several other hyperon channels and related effects.

A wealth of data is presently being analyzed and is expected to contribute a great deal to the

understanding of hyperon production. A number of theoretical models have been compared to our

data and work is continuing to reduce the shortcomings of the predictions as shown by this high
D

quality data.
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VII. Hyperon Photoproduction at CEBAF

O
VII.A. Introduction

The Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF) in Newport News, Virginia,

is a 4 GeV electron accelerator laboratory which will provide medium energy physicists with an

unmatched tool for probing the structure of nuclei and elementary hadrons. Among the features
O

which make this laboratory special are its 100% duty factor electron and photon beams, and

experim_,'ntal apparatus which will detect several final state particles simultaneously. Coincidence

experiments with continuous beams will help us delve much deeper than previously possible into

the dynamics of nuclear reactions and the structure of baryons. This accelerator is presently under
O

construction and is scheduled to begin operations with electron and photon beams in 1995.

In the fall of 1989 we submitted a proposal to CEBAF entitled "Electromagnetic Production

of Hyperons". Section VII.B. provides an overview of the physics motivation of this experiment.

The experiment was approved by the CEBAF Program Advisory Committee in March, 1990, and

• granted 30 days of beam time. The group of people involved in this effort include the CMU

faculty in the Medium Energy Group, as well as physicists from CEBAF, Los Alamos National

Laboratory, Catholic University of America, and Virginia Polytechnic Institute. This experiment

will use the CLAS spectrometer in Hall B, which is a large-acceptance, toroidal-field magnetic
O

spectrometer', its design is optimized for detecting several particles resulting from the decay of an

excited baryon, hyperon, or nucleus.

CEBAF needs and expects significant University participation in the development of

experimental facilities. At Carnegie Mellon we have focussed on the Region 1 drift chamber

• package as an area in which we will participate. This detector package sits in the center of the

CLAS, close to the target but outside a "mim-toroid" which shields the detector from low energy

electrons. The basic design outline of the Region 1 chambers has 6 axial and 6 stereo layers of

sense wires, with 128 sense wires per layer, in each of six sectors. An overview of this detector is

• given in Section VII.D. Important to our effort to develop this detector system is the collaboration

built-up between this group at Carnegie Mellon University and the group of Professor Steven

Dytman at University of Pittsburgh. We have combined our resources and abilities to share the

load of designing this detector package, which is too large for a single group to undertake. Our

• goal is to provide a workable, detaileddesign for the Region 1 drift chambers, building whatever
prototypes are needed to ensure that the final detector will work as expected. In the late spring of

this year Carnegie Mellon ,hired Dr. Richard Magahiz in a Special Research Faculty position to

work on this project. He has brought skills in several areas of detector design and development to
this project.

O

O
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VII.B. Strangeness Photoproduction Physics

The following is a brief overview of the physics motivation and experimental requirements

for the study of the electromagnetic production of strange particles. Studies of systems with one or •
more strange-quarks add to our understanding of fundamental two particle interactions by

providing an opportunity to extend models developed for N-N, _:-N, and 7-N (i.e. non-strange)

interactions. Our f'u'st experiments will focus on the elementary photoproduction of the A, ]20, and
_* using real photons.

Q
The electromagnetic creation of s's quark pairs adds degrees of freedom to baryon

spectroscopy which have not been adequately explored. The goals of our proposed measurements

are an improved knowledge of the strangeness production mechanism and of the nucleon-hyperon
coupling constants. The proposed fast-round measurements which will be done with the CEBAF

O
Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) are the three possible elementary strangeness-producing

reactions on the proton" 1) the elementary photoproduction of A hyperons, measuring the

polarization of the A as well as the differential cross section from threshold to about 1.8 GeV; 2)

the production of ]2° hyperons under the same kinematic conditions as the A's; and 3) the

production of Y:+ hyperons. Experimentally, we detect the kaons and the decay products of the •
hyperons in the reactions:

Y+P ''_ K+ + A (1)
m

---_ +p

Y+ P _ K+ + ]20 (2) •
-_y+A

---_ +p

Y+ P "_ K° + _ (3)
I._._p+ n;o O

I.._. _:- + _;+

The differential cross section for reaction (1) is moderately well established, but the

proposed addition of polarization data will permit significant progress in the understanding of the

strangeness photoproduction elementary amplitudes. Reaction (2) has rarely been measured due to O
the lack of appropriate tagged photon beams and detectors. Additional data should further con-

strain the spin-isospin structure of photoproduction models. Reaction (3) has never been measured

and data are needed to round out our knowledge of these reactions.

The associated production of strange particles (reactions in which an S= + 1 particle is
Q

produced along with an associated S=-1 particle) has been studied with reactions such as _- + p

K ° + A 1, p + _-...._A + 7t 2, and p + p _ A + X 3. Figure VII.B.1 shows the quark flow

diagrams for some of these reactions. The final state hyperons formed through these reactions

have been found to be strongly polarized. The cause of this pola..4zation may be partially due to
elementary s_ quark-pair production and partially due to initial and final state interactions. The •

O
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photoproduction of A-K and Y.-K pairs are reactions well suited to the study of polarization
effects, since initial state interactions are absent.

Q Significant new information can be obtained by performing production experiments with

either real or virtual photons. Virtual photoproduction (i.e. electron scattering) allows exploration

of much of the (Q2,v) response structure of the reaction 4. But an advantage of studying real

photoproduction over electroproduction is that only four complex amplitudes need to be

• considered. Experimentally, real photoproduction may be simpler also, because one less particle

needs to be detected in the multi-particle detector. Also, background problems should be less

severe using a real photon beam. We will discuss only real photo-production.

The reaction _, + p -o A + K + has been studied since the late fifties 5, and received

• considerable experimental and theoretical attention in the 60's and early 70's. The differential

cross section is moderately well established from threshold (at 911 MeV) up to 1.4 GeV, while the

polarization of the A has been measured at only a few angles and energies, typically with large

error bars. Figs. VII.B.2 and VII.B.3 give overviews of some of the existing differential cross

section data and polarization data6, 7. Note that the polarization data shown in Fig. VII.B.3a,

which are for a kaon c.m. angle of 90 ° + 5°, represent well over half of the data points ever

measured. The others are scattered in angle and energy.

Presently, there are no calculations of strangeness photoproduction inspired directly by the

quark model, though one might expect such models to be constructible, as they have been for the

• reaction pl_---_A._, for example 8. Instead, traditional calculations have been undertaken using tree-

level Feynman diagrams. In addition to the graphs involving the exchange of ground state baryons

and mesons, one must generally include graphs with low-lying N* (s-channel), Y* (u-channel),

and K* (t-channel) intermediate states. Partly due to a lack of sufficient good data, the proper

• formulation of the interaction has remained uncertain, particularly regarding which graphs should

be included. One consequence of this is a long-standing uncertainty in the basic coupling constants

gKNA and gKNI; • Analyses cf photoproduction data have produced values for gKNA roughly a

factor of two smaller than those obtained from hadronic data. Recent authors have attempted to

• understand the source of this difference. Adelseck and Wright 9 found that including K1(1280 )
(formerly Q(1280)) exchange in the t-channel increased gAKN to the hadronic value. Tanabe,

Kohno, and Bennhold 10 (TK.B), on the other hand, pointed out the necessity of including K .+A

final state correlations, which are absorptive in the low partial waves, and can also affect the values

for the coupling constants obtained. By including a partial wave dependent absorptive factor inO
addition to the usual Born and resonance terms, TKB fit the total cross section data at higher

energies (above 1.5 GeV) and claim to get the hadronic-reaction value for gAKN. Cohen 11,on the

other hand, has concluded that the couplings derived from photoproduction experiments actually

produce better agreement with low energy KN scattering data than the standard hadronic values in

• an effective Lagrangan modeL Hence the theoredcal situation is not at ali settled.



Various authors 6,7,10,11have pointed out that progress could be made in this field if better

A polarization data were available. For example, it is clear from Fig. VII.B.3 that improved

polarization data would discriminate among various values of the coupling constants. Figure •

VII.B.3a shows the older analysis of Renard 7 which clearly indicates the sensitivity of the models

to A polarization data. Fig. VII.B.3b is from the newer analysis of Adelseck and Wright 9 (same

data with opposite sign convention), showing again the poor quality of the present data. Apart

from better differential cross section data, A polarization measurements would be the principal •

contribution of new experiments at CEBAF, which would be designed to look for the self-

analyzing decay of the A into _- p in coincidence with the kaon which tags production of the A.

This will be possible with a large acceptance device capable of detecting the A decay products as
well as the kaons.

In the future, CEBAF will be able to provide polarized hydrogen targcts and polarized

photon beams. Thus, experiments measuring a wide range of spin correlations in the A production

reaction are possible. The benefits of such measurements have not yet been explored.

We now turn to the elementary photoproduction of the L° hyperon. There exists little

data 7,12 on the photoproduction of the L° hyperon (threshold at 1046 MEV). This is because •

single bremsstrahlung beam experiments normally separate the production of the Z° from the A by

the difficult method of bremsstrahlung endpoint fitting. The bremsstrahlung difference method has

also been used, but it is slow and cumbersome. The tagged photon method is an attractive way to

measure both A and Z production simultaneously since it offers adequate missing-mass resolution •

to resolve the L°, and can cover a wide range of photon energies simultaneously.

The A and Z° hyperons are in the same spin-parity octet, and are related at the quark level

by spin flips of two quarks. The production ratio of these two hyperons is predicted by spin-

flavor SU(6) to be c(yp--->K+Z °) / a(Tp.--.>K+A) _- 1 / 3, while experiment yields about unity 13. •

Since the E° has isospin 1, rather than isospin 0 like the A, the isospin 3/2 A resonances can play a
role in the production process. The fact that additional terms are needed to describe L°

photoproduction point out the desirability for more and better data on this reaction. Furthermore,

no polarization information exists at ali for Eo production. Because the E° decays 100% via an M1

transition to the A, any measurement of the decay A polarization also measures the polarization of
the y.o.

The third elementary hyperon photoproduction reaction possible on the proton is

y+p--->K°+_:+. The study of this reaction is interesting to compare with the previous reaction since

many of the same diagrams contribute. This reaction has no t-channel exchange. The decay Q
asymmetry for the _:+ is very large ((x=.--0.98), so its decay into p_O reveals information about the
E+polarization. To our knowledge, this reaction has never been measured.
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VII.C. Experimental Requirements

CEBAF offers several distinct advantages over previous facilities for the experimental
O

study of hyperon photoproduction. These advantages are: the CW nature of the CEBAF beam

which makes multi-particle final states easier to measure, the possibility of using a tagged photon

beam to establish the kinematics of the initial state, and the expected availability of a detector with

large solid angle and large momentum acceptance. Combined with up-to-date electronic readout

• and triggering, this facility will allow a large quantity of new, kinematically complete data on

photoproduction to be obtained in an efficient manner.

We have studied the phase space of the reaction 7 + P _ K+ + A. Assuming isotropic

production of kaons in the _tp center-of-mass frame near the reaction threshold, Monte Carlo

• calculations show that the heavier particles in the (K,p,rr) final state are strongly forward peaked

(below about 60 °) and that the pions have only a slight tail to large angles. This underlines the

importance of good forward angle coverage in the CLAS detector.

To get an idea of the CLAS acceptance for the final states needed to detect A polarization,

calculations were made with FASTMC, a Monte Carlo program written at CEBAF for modelingO
the behavior of the CLAS detector. The acceptance for detecting the kaon in the lambda production

reaction is shown in Fig. VII.C. 1. For example, we found that better acceptance will be obtained

by reducing the field of the CLAS to less than half of its nominal value, because this increases the

acceptance of particles at the low momentum end of the phase space. Fig. VII.C.2 shows a

• GEANT simulation of a typical event which may be seen in the detector, one in which ali three

final state particles reach the trigger counters.

The common experimental feature of the reactions discussed above is the need to filter out

the copious non-strange events by identifying strangeness production. The total production cross

• section for A photoproduction is close to lgb in the energy range E,y between 1 and 2 GeV. For a
1.0 gram/cm 2 liquid hydrogen target (14 cm in length) and a total photon tagging rate (over ali

energies) of 10MHz, one obtains a raw production rate of 6 A's per second. The ratio of the

production rate of hyperon events which decay into three charged particles to ali events with three

• charged particles is about 1:200. One can exploit the fact that the production and decay in the
above reactions are ali two-body interactions, so that one-to-one mapping between kinematic

_,ariables exists (for example between kaon angle and kaon momentum). These measurements

could, in fact, be made with a non-magnetic imaging detector which only provided tracks of ali

charged f'mal state particles. An example of this approach is the PS 185 experiment at LEAR 2
O

The momentum information is obtained by a magnetic detector at the added cost of reconstructing

curved tracks and some loss of dynamic range since low momentum particles will be swept out of

the detector. The benefit of a magnetic detector is the contribution of redundancy checks from the

momentum information in analyzing the data.

• Another useful kinematic feature in these measurements is the fact that neutral strange

hyperons have a decay length of' _avernl t_nlqrnmtor_ This _llr_l,e rh_ nnee_l_|_t_, n_' ,,t-;r_,a, _K......................... bh.A_.l.P _¥ 0 _&_ _.P_l_OOli.b'dkJkl IbJ _.PA, i._Jtll_ I_[l_
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neutral "V" to signal the production of strange particles. The vertex defined by the A _ _:- + p

decay will be spatially separated by distances on the order of centimeters from the track of the K+.
A cut on the minimum distance between the kaon track and the A vertex can be used to select

events with strange particles. The off-line analysis will use this technique to select the "good"

events. Note that with increasing momentum, the kaon time-of-flight identification will become

more difficult while the A will have an increasing decay length, making the latter method more

useful in identifying strangeness production.

The total hadronic background rate is not very energy dependent. The total cross section •

for y p going to one nucleon plus at least two charged pions is about 130_tb. The expected raw

trigger rate might be about 1000 Hz if we trigger on at least three charged particles. One source of

background is expected to be the reaction y + p --->A° + n + followed by A° --->n-+ p. The

positive pions produced in this reaction are kinematicaUy almost indistinguishable from the kaons, •

with the added complication that the A° is a resonance which is broad enough to significantly

overlap the A and Y.mass region. Thus, K/n particle separation is very important.

In summary, we believe that useful and interesting new physics can be learned through the

experimental study of elementary strangeness photoproduction at CEBAF. The photon tagging •
facility and a large-acceptance detector system make new measurements possible which will

improve our knowledge of the reactions we have discussed above: 1) the elementary

photoproduction of A hyperons, measuring the polarization of the A as well as the differential

cross section; 2) the elementary photoproduction of E° hyperons under kinematic conditions

similar to the A's; and 3) the Z+ production reaction which has not been measured and which is •

complementary to the others.

VII.D. The Region I Drift Chambers for the CLAS Spectrometer

Tracking charged particles through the CLAS spectrometer calls for a series of high •

accuracy position measurements at many points along the trajectory of each track. It is crucial that

good measurements are made close to the target, before the particles enter the high field region of

the toroidal magnetic field. These measurements anchor the momentum calculation on the one

hand, and add crucial information to the vertex location measurement, which is used for rejecting •
background and for identifying certain decay topologies. The present design of this innermost

detector package calls for a total of 12 layers of active sense wires, six being axial to the magnetic

field direction, and six being tilted at a small angle to provide stereo information.

Figure VII.D. 1 shows the Region 1 drift chamber in its relationship to other components of Q
the CLAS spectrometer. It is situated between the mini-toroid, which traps low-energy electrons

near the target, and the main toroid, which provides the bulk of the magnetic field. There are six

sectors to the detector, corresponding to the six-fold symmetry of the whole spectrometer. The

complete chamber package will be supported independent of the mini-toroid, and should allow for

straightforward removal of the mini-toroid to run with a polarized target. The weight of the •
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chambers and cabling (a few hundred pounds) will be born by the support structure of the main

toroid. Like the other drift chambers in the CLAS, Region 1 will have pre-amplifiers mounted on

• the chamber as close as possible to the sense wires. Amplified signals will be routed out the

upstream opening of the detector to amplifier/discriminators/TDC/ADCs. We plan to use the same

electronics as Regions 2 and 3, though with separately designed boards to accommodate the special

spatial constraints of Region 1.

• The cell geometry will be hexagonal, as in Regions 2 and 3. Figure VII.D.2 shows a

recent scheme for the layout of the wires on one of the endplates of the chamber. Many design

questions need to be addressed in paraUel when designing a detector of this type. Space between

the endplates is very restricted (2.21"), so that careful planning needs to be done to fit in the wire

• feed-throughs, the pre-amplifiers, the signal cables, the high and low voltage cables, the gas fill
and purge lines, and the mechanical supports. The detailed work for this stage of the design is

being done using the AutoCAD system, which allows us to exchange drawings between the

Universities and CEBAF, and to explore aspects of this complex geometry. The mechanical stress

on the endplates is of concern, both from the point of view of gravitational sagging, and stress due
O

to the wire tension. Since this spring, we have been interacting with a group of University of

Pittsburgh mechanical engineers who have modeled the endplates using the ANSYS finite element

code to compute deflections that we are likely to encounter with these endplates.

In the coming year we will continue to work on the design on the Region 1 chamber,

• especially now that we have at least one person working on it at Carnegie Mellon and another at

University of Pittsburgh. We will also start to build prototypes, the goal being toconstrue: at least

one full sector of the Region 1 chamber. Major procurement items are the endplates, the feed-

throughs for the wires, the wire itself, the superstructure which will hold the prototype, the circuit

• boards for the signal wires (to be designed by Universit3, of Massachusetts at Amherst group), and

cabling for sense and high voltage wires. Throughout this process 'we will stay in close touch with

the CEBAF chamber building group, since we are attempting to profit as much as possible from

their design experience with the Region 3 chamber system.

O
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Fig. VII.B.1 Quarkflow diagramsfor strangenessproductionin three differentreactions. Real
• and/cn"v'iztualstrangenessphotoproductioncanbe studiedat CEBAF.
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Fig. VII.B.3 Overview of the A polarization data for p(T,K+)A for a kaon c.m. angle of 90°:t:
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VIII. Studies for Future Experimenal Applications

VIII.A. Double Lambda Hypernuclei

• Measurements of the AA residual binding energy in double lambda hypernuclei caa provide

important insight into two-baryon forces while studies of the decay modes of double lambda

hypernuclei can provide indirect evidence concerning the existence of the H-dibaryon. To date, the

emulsion-based experiments searching for double lambda hypernuclei have been unable to obtain
O

more than a single candidate event for any one hypernuclear species. In addition, the two events

reported in the 1960's and the recent KEK event appear to give inconsistent AA binding energies.

A high statistics counter experiment is needed.

It is possible to create double hypernuclei through the reaction K" + Z --->K+ + AA(Z-2).
O

Calculations of cross sections for reactions of this type have been performed by Baltz, Dover and

Millener l. Unfortunately, the reaction involves a two-step process with large momentum transfer

and the cross-sections are correspondingly small. As an alternative approach, M. May of BNL

has suggested stopping _" hyperons in lithium. 2 In this case, the signature for double lambda
O

hypernuclear formation would be neutrons from the reaction:

( "-", 6Li )atom ''> 6AAHe + n.

Calculations of the ( ='", 6Li )atom branching ratios 3 predict the neutron energy spectrum

shown in Fig. VIII.A.1. The calculation gives a 3 to 4% branching ratio for the 6AAHe +- n

• channel. This technique is nearly identical to the method we use in the E813 H particle search,

( --,d )atom'-->H + n, and could be done by simply replacing the liquid deuterium vessel with 6Li.

We have begun our own feasibility studies at Carnegie Mellon. As a first step, we

modified our Monte Carlo code, developed to model the target geometry for the (_',d)atom H

• search. Figure VI:II.A.2 shows the results of a computer simulation of an experimental setup in

which _- 's are produced in a CH2 target and stopped in lithium hydride. The increased density of

the lithium hydride, compared to the liquid deuterium in E813, results in a considerably higher

stopping fraction of events with stopped .---'s.

• We are now exploring alternate target designs. We are particularly interested in maximizing

count rates while reducing the number of triggers due to elastically- or inelastically- scattered

protons. Modifications to the out-of-beam aetectors to tag decay products are also being
considered.

O

Section VIII.A References

1) A.J.Baltz, C.B.Dover, and D.J. Millener,Phys. Lett. B, 123, 9 (1983).

2) M. May, II Nuovo Cimento, 102, 401 (1989)

• 3) D.Zhu, C.B. Dover, A. Ga.l, and M. May, BNL preprint BNL-46135, (1991).
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Fig. VII/.A.2. Output of computer simuiation of _."s created in CH2 through the reaction
K'+p-,K++-='. The dots in the lower region indicates, production vertices of events which result

in a _,- stopping in lithium. The dots in the upper region indicate _- stopping points in the lithium, •
-- tungsten, aluminum target walls, and thesilicon detector.
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VIII.B Weak Decay of Light Hypernuclei

Another direction for future experiments at the new 2.0 Ge V/c beam line is the study ofQ
weak decays of light hypernuclei. This would continue current work being done on the mesonic

and non-mesonic weak decays of 4He and 5AHein the context of experiment E-788.

A basic question which has endured for over thirty years is why strangeness-changing

weak interactions prefer the AI = 1/2 channel over the a priori comparably strong AI = 3/2
O

channel. This effect is large (about a factor of 20 in the amplitude), and is seen in the mesonic

decays of hyperons and of kaons. However, an area in which little direct information exists is the

weak interaction between two baryons, such as a A and a nucleon. The reason is that there are

very few ways to observe this non-mesonic interaction; in particular, nucleon-hyperon scattering

• is experimentally difficult enough that no one has looked for weak interaction effects. The only

practical way to study the strangeness changing YN interaction is to examine the non-mesonic

decays of hyperons embedded in nuclei. In the mesonic decays, for which the AI = 1/2 rule is

known to apply, the typical center-of-mass momenta are 100 MeV/c, while in non-mesonic decays

the typical momenta are about 400 MeV/c. Cohea 1 has suggested that the non-mesc, nic decays

tend to prot_e the parity conserving, higher mor,entum part of the weak interaction, which is

completely masked by the strong interaction in non-strange baryon-baryon interactions, lt would

be interesting to test the validity of the isospin rule for the high momentum, parity conserving part

• of the interaction. Recently, we have examined the existing data for these decays (including
recently published results from this group 2) and seem to have found evidence of a violation of the

usual AI = 1/2 rule 3. We are considering a new experiment to help confirm this result.

The non-mesonic decay rates for A + p _ n + p and A + n _ n + n are sensitive to the

• spin-isospin structure of the strangeness-changing weak interaction in nuclei. The recent status of

the data and theory has been extensively reviewed by Cohen 1. Figure VIII.B. 1 illustrates the paths

by which a AN initial state can decay non-mesonically to an NN final state. The An --->nn

transition is forbidden by the Pauli principle for I=0 final states. Note that comparing information

• obtained from several light hypernuclei, such as 5He and 4He, can provide a way of extracting the

strength of specific transitions. In lowest-order c,-lculations involving one-pion exchange only, the

3S 1 --->3D 1 transition dominates. The effects of initial state correlations and the inclusion of 9, K,

and other meson exchanges redistribute the decay strength to other spin channels, as shown in

• Figure VIII.B. 1 for the case of a calculation by Dubach 4.

At a pure!y phenomenological level, one can estimate directly from the data whether the

AI=l/2 rule is satisfied by the data far non-mesonic weak decay. The rule requires, for any

reaction mechanism, that the neutron stimulated rate is twice the proton stimulated rate for I= 1 final

• states. Defining RNS as the rate for AN _ NN from spin state S, it follows that Rh0 = 2R_ and
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Rnl_< 2Rpl. What is measured experimentally are combinations of these quantities. In an

approach intrnduced by Block and Dalitz 5, and recently updated by Dover 6, one can define

_ l-'n(5He ) = 3Rnl+Rn0_ 0.20+0.11 •¥5
3Rpl+Rp0 - 0.21+0.07 = 0.93 + 0.55, (1)rp

Fn 4
74 - _--(_He) - 2Rn0 - 0.40 _ 0.15, (2)

lp 3Rpl+Rp0 Q
and

l"n.m.(4He ) 3Ro l+Rog+2Rn07 =-- - = 0.51 + 0.20. (3)
l"n.m.(A4H) 3Rh l+Rn0+2Rp0

The numerical values come primarily from Refs. 2 and 5, though several other data sets were •

examined in an-iv-ingat these "best" values 3. Solving the three equations one obtains the ratio:

Rh0 - 0.20 + 0.14 (4)
Rp0-

This ratio tests the AI=lI2 Rule, which predicts a value of 2, suggesting a rather large violation in

the case of light hypernuclei. While the ratio is poorly determined in an absolute sense, the

violation is statistically very significant.

The weak link in the presently available data is the measurement of the non-mesonic rate of

4H. The old data result from a handful of emulsion hyperfragment events. We can, with mostly •
existing equipment, make this hypernucleus and measure its non-mesonic decays using the reaction

4He(K-,_°)4H.

Examining the phase space for this reaction shows that an annularphoton detector surrounding the

beam line at about 10° will permit us to trigger on the photons from decay of the rc°. This detector

would have to be constructed: possibly a BGO shower detector, segmented in angle in a manner

similar to the Los Alamos BGO Ball. A liquid helium target with a good internal charged particle

veto would be used to reduce background from pionic hyperon decays which lead to in-time

background neutrons in the neutron detectors. The target used for E788 would be adequate. The

"neutron de,tectors" used for the H-particle experiment would be used to detect both the proton and

neutron stimulated decays of the hypernucleus. Nucleons from the quasi-free production of A

particles would be kinematically excluded by looking only for nucleons at angles larger than about

80°. A schettmtic representation of this experiment is shown in Figure VIILB.2.

The goal of this experiment would be measurement of the partial decay rates

4H --+ n + p + (nn) proton stimulated decay,
•4H -._ n + n + (nn3 n_.lltrnnefimnl_l'_drt,_r.o_, •

_

--
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and the lifetime, 1:, of the A4H nucleus. The data would be used in an analysis similar to the one

outlined above to address the issue of the validity of the AI=l/2 rule in strangeness-changing weak

Q decays.

_Chapter VIII.B References
1) Joseph Cohen, Progress in Particle and Nuclear Physics 25, 139 (1990).
2) J.J.Szymanski et al., Phys. Rev. C 43, 849 (1991).

• 3) R. A. Schumacher, private communication.
4) John F. Dubach, Nuclear Physics A450, 71c (1986).
5) M.M. Block and R.H. Dalitz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 11, 96 (1963).
6) Carl B. Dover, Few Body Systems, Suppl. 2, 77 (1987).
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VIII.C. x0/y Detection with the CMU Scintillator Arrays

Hypernuclei decay predominantly through two mesonic (A-->xN) and two non-mesonic

(NA---_NN) channe!s In previous hypernuclear decay experiments the A--->yz0nbranch has been

• deduced from measurements of the other decay branches along with the overall decay width. We

have started to look at the possibility of directly measuring the x0-decay branch. From the data

recently taken in experiment E788 (section IV), we would then have a complete set of

measurements for all the baryonic decay branches. To measure this branch, we would look for the

• E_m--70 MeV y-rays from zt'0-decay in the neutron detector scintillator stacks (see section III.C.4

for a discussion of the neutron detectors). The y--rays are isotropically distributed in the lab, with

Eylabranging from 32 to 138 MeV, and an opening angle between the 2 y-rays strongly peaked at a

minimum 110 °. The y-rays distinguish themselves from neutrons in two ways: by dme-of-flight

Q and by shower size. The highest neutron velocity we expect to see from non-mesonic decays is

13-0.5. Furthermore, those neutron events should only deposit energy in 1 or 2 neutron detector

elements, while y-ray interactions tend to shower causing many detectors to flu'e; these showers are

also highly forward peaked.

• The radiation length for 50-100 MeV y-rays in scintillator is about 50 cm, thus the

thickness of the neutron detectors is about 0.5 radiation lengths for y-rays normal to the stack. To

determine the energy deposition in the scintillator array, we are using the electron/y shower code

EGS, developed at Stanford. The user writes a shell MAIN program, mostly used for initialization,

• and several subroutines called by EGS to give the geometry and get output information. EGS then

tracks histories of e/y showers through the given geometry by Monte Carlo.

Along with the n/y separation, other questions being addressed are:

1) y-ray efficiency for detecting one or both of the x0 _(s.

• 2) Reliability of the y signature (e.g. - do we need to detect both y-rays?).

3) How much of the energy is deposited in the layers? Is it a sufficient fraction

for identifying ys to be from _:0-decay?

4) What are the possible backgrounds

• 5) For future experiments, how could the y-efficiency be increased (e.g.-

adding a Pb convertor) and how would that affect neutron efficiency?

Learning the EGS program will also benefit Monte Carlo studies of the feasibility of

4,3He(K-,x0)4,3AH reactions discussed above.

O

O
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IX. Professional Activities

O
IX.A. Committee Memberships

Professor Barnes has been active on the following committees during the past year:
- Chairman, Radiation Safety Committee, Carnegie Mellon University (CMU)
- Member, University Research Council (1990-present), CMU

• - Member, Faculty Senate, Physics Department Representative (1989-1991), CMU
- Member, Faculty Senate Executive Committee (1990-1991), CMU
- Member, Advisory Board, CMU Press (1990-1991), CMU
- Member, Physics Program Advisory Committee, Continuous Electron Beam

Accelerator Facility (CEBAF)
- Chairman, CEBAF Physics Review Subcommittee on the Research Program with

• STAR
-Chairman, Physics Program Advisory Committee, Mass. Institute of

Technology, Bates Accelerator
- Member, National Science Foundation: Physics Advisory Committee, Division

of Math and Physical Sciences
- Member, Technical Review Committee for BLAST Detector, MIT-BATES

• Electron Accelerator Facility
- Member, Organizing Committee, The Fourth International Conference on

Intersections of Particle and Nuclear Physics, May 1991
- Member, International Program Committee, Topical Conference on "Particle

Production near Threshold", October 1990
- Member, Organizing Committee, Hadron Physics in the 10 - 20 GeV region.

G March 1992
- Member, Nominations Committee, American Physical Society, DNP, 1990 -

1991

Professor Franklin has been active on the following committees:

• - Member, Mellon College of Science (MCS) committees for untenured faculty
promotions and special faculty promotions, CMU

Professor Schumacher has been active on the following committees:

- Organizer, Joint Nuclear Physics Seminar series.
• - Member, University Committee for Non-Tenure Appointments, CMU

O
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IX.B. Meetings Attended

IX.B.1. Physics Conferences
O

1. International Conferew_:e on Particles and Nuclei :PAN,lC _II), Boston,
, , _'_ iMassachusetts June 2_,29, 1990, M. Athanas P.D. Bar,gs, G. :_ ebold,

G. Franklin, R.A. Schumacher, B. Quinn, M. Rozon

2. Conference on Particle Production Near Threshold, Ind2,a,qaUniversity, C_tob¢_" 3. •
_, P.D. Barnes, R.A. Schumacher

3. SLAC Workshop on Electronuclear Physics w_.h the Pegasys/Mark Ii Detector at
PEP, Stanford Linear Accelerator Center, Pa_o Alto, CA, Janpar'y 9-!2, 199!,

R.A. Schumacher. •

4. 4th Conference on the Intersections Between Particle and Nuclear Physics,Tucson,
AZ, MaY 24-29, 1991, P.D. Barnes, R.A. Schumacher, B. Quinn.

5 TRIUMF Workshop on Kaon Physics,Vancouver, B.C., Canada, July "_3-28
• - " '1 Q

1990, P.D. Barnes, B. Quinn.

6. Nuclear Physics Summer School, Santa Cruz, CA, Aug 1990, M. Athanas

7. LAMPF Workshop on the (_, K) Reaction, Los Alamos, NM., October 11, 1990,
P.D. Barnes. •

8. Antiproton Physics Workshop, Chicago, IL., University of Illinois, October 24,
1990, P.D. Barnes (session Chairman).

O

IX.B.2. Collaboration Meetings/Working Groups

1. CEBAF CT,AS collaboration meeting, Newport News, VA, NQvcmber 1-3, 1990.
R.A. Schumacher.

O
2. H Particle Collaboration Meeting, Brookhaven National Lab., November 11-13.

1990,P.D. Barnes, G. Franklin (Co-spokesmen), M. A_anas, R.A. Schumacher,
R. Sukaton, B. Quinn, M. Rozon, V. Zeps. k

3. CEBAF CLAS collaboration meeting, Newport News, VA, March 8. 1991, •
R.A. Schumacher

4. CERN - NA36 Collaboration Meeting, Geneva, Switzerland, April 3-6, 1991,
P.D. Barnes, B. Quirm, G. Diebold.

O

O
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5. CEBAF CLAS collaboration meeting, Newport News, VA, June 10-14, 1991,
R.A. Schumacher, R. Magahiz.

• 6. CERN - NA36 Collaboration Meeting, Geneva, Switzerland, July 9-12, 1991,
B. Quinn, G. Diebold.

IX.B.3. Committee Meetings

• 1. CEBAF Program Advisory Committee Special Review of STAR, Newport News,
Va., July 16-19, 1990, P.D. Barnes, Chairman.

2. Organizational Meeting for the Conference on the Intersection of Particle and
Nuclear Physics, Chicago, IL., October 27, 1990, P.D. Barnes, Chairman.

Q

3. Program Advisory Committee for the AGS-BNL, Brookhaven National Lab.,
November 8-9, 1990, P.D. Barnes.

4. Technical Review Panel on the BLAST Detector, Boston, MA., March 25-28,
• 199___A.1,P.D. Barnes, Member.

5. Program Advisory Committee for the MIT Bates Linear Accelerator, Boston, MA.,
April 11-13, 1991, P.D. Barnes, Chairman.

Q 6. National Science Foundation, Advisory Committee for Physics, Washington,
D.C., May 6-7, 1991, P.D. Barnes, Member.

O

O

O
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X. Publications, Reports, Talks, Etc.

Q
X.A. Publications

X.A.1. Journals

1. P.D. Barnes, P. Birien, B.E. Bonner, W.H. Breunlich, G. Diebold, W. Dutty,
• R.A. Eisenstein, G. Ericsson, W. Eyrich, R. von Frankenberg, G.Franklin,

J. Franz, N. Hamann, D. Hertzog, A. Hofmann, T. Johansson, K. Kilian,
C. Maher, D. Malz, W. Oelert, S. Ohlsson, P. Pawlek, B. Quinn, E. Rossle,
H. Schledermann, H. Schmitt, J. Seydoux, and F. Stinzing,
"Measurement of the Reaction _p _ AZ ° + c.c. at 1.695 GeV/c,"

Q Physics Letters B246 (1990) 273.

2. J.J. Szymanski, P.D. Barnes, G.E Diebold, R.A. Eisenstein, G.B. Franklin,
R. Grace, D.W. Hertzog, C.J. Maher, B.P. Quinn, R. Reider, J. Seydoux, and
W.R. Wharton

• "Nonleptonic Weak Decay of 5AHe and 12AC",

Physical Review C43 (1991) 849.

3. A. Rahav, J. Alster, D. Ashery, J. Lichtenstadt, I. Navon, E. Piasetsky,
P. Amaudruz, M. Botje, W. Burger, C.H.Q. Ingram, R.A. Schumacher,

Q U. Sennhauser, S.A. Wood,
"Measurement of the 12C(x,2x) Reactions and Possible Observation
of a Double-A Excitation," Phys. Rev. Lett. 66, 1279 (1991).

4. P. Amaudruz, M.Arneodo, A. Arvidson, B. Badelek, G. Baum, J. Beaufays,
I.G. Bird, M. Botje, C. Broggini, W. Brueckner, A. Bruell, W.J. Burger,

@ J. Ciborowski, R. van Dantzig, H. Doebbeling, J. Domingo, J. Drinkard,
H. Engelien, M.I. Ferrero, L. Fluri, P. Grafstrom, D. von Harrach,
M. van der Heijden, C. Heusch, Q. Ingrain, K. Janson, M. de Jong,
E.M. Kabuss, R. Kaiser, T. Ketel, F. Klein, B. Korzen, U. Kruener,
S. Kullander, U. Landgraf, F. Lettenstrom, T. Lundqvist, G.K. Mallot,

Q C. Mariotti, G. van Middelkoop, Y. Mizuno, J. Nassalski, D. Nowotny,
N. Pavel, C. Peroni, H. Peschel, B. Povh, R. Rieger, K. Rith, K. Roehrich,
E. Rondio, L. Ropelewski, A. Sandacz, C. Scholz, R. Schumacher,
U. Sennhauser, F. Sever, T.A. Shibata, M. Siebler, A. Simon, A. Staiano,
G. Taylor, M. Treichel, J.L. Vuilleumier, T. Walcher, R. Windmolders,

• F. Zetsche,

"Precision Measurement of the Structure Function Ratios FzHe/F2 D,
F2C/F2 D and FzCa/F2 D'' to be published in Zeitschrift fur Physik (1991).
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